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Human beings are members of a whole,
In creation of one essence and soul,
If one member is afflicted with pain,
Other members uneasy will remain,
If you have no empathy for human pain,
The name of human you cannot retain.

Saadi Shirazi, Persian poet
(This poem graces the entrance to the Hall of Nations of the UN building in
New York)
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Abstract

Doing a bachelor’s or master’s degree is a journey that leads to success or attrition
(dropout). Previous research show the significance of considering learners’
perspectives and their need for information and different types of interaction. This can
be done through online ICTSS (information and communication technology support
systems). The overall aim of this dissertation was to create knowledge about how the
use of ICTSS can facilitate different types of interaction and support learners in order
to reduce thesis problems and attrition and to enhance the quality of the thesis
outcomes. The aim was operationalized by two research questions scrutinizing the
interaction problems in the thesis process and investigating how the use of ICTSS can
facilitate different types of interaction to reduce such problems and attrition, and to
enhance the learning opportunities and quality of the thesis outcomes. To answer the
research questions, five main studies were performed by applying different research
methods on a case study. The empirical studies were performed at the Department of
Computer and Systems Sciences (DSV) at Stockholm University, Sweden. The
respondents were different learners (students) with active thesis projects at the
bachelor or master level in different programs at DSV between 2012 and 2015. For
the first two studies, conceptual and content analysis of the data collected from the
case study was performed. For the three other studies, open-ended online
questionnaires (survey) and interviews were conducted. On the basis of the findings,
three main types of interaction issues were developed which related to the need for
more learner-content, peer-to-peer, and learner-supervisor interaction in the thesis
process. The hypothesis was that the interaction issues could be reduced by
implementing a set of strategic suggestions through the use of an ICTSS including a
set of functionalities and resources. The usefulness of these functionalities and
resources was evaluated with regard to the learners’ perception and experiences. The
findings were categorized to facilitate learner-content, peer-to-peer, and learnersupervisor interaction, as well as management of the contents, supervision, and
communication of the supervisory team. From these categories, a conceptual
framework was developed in this dissertation to illustrate how the use of the ICTSS
supports the thesis process. In conclusion, providing access to a set of structured eresources and supporting educational communication through different types of
interaction with peers and the supervisory team, enables learners’ self-managed
learning and facilitates similar learning opportunities for learners in thesis courses.
Keywords: Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), Support System,
interaction, thesis, self-managed learning.
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Sammanfattning (Abstract in Swedish)

Att göra en kandidat- eller magisterexamen är en resa som kan leda till framgång eller
avbrutna studier. Tidigare forskning visar att det är viktigt att ta hänsyn till
studenternas perspektiv och behov av information och olika typer av interaktion i
högre utbildning. Detta kan underlättas av nätbaserade IKTSS (Information- och
kommunikation TeknikStödSystem). Det övergripande syftet med avhandlingen var
att skapa kunskap om hur användningen av IKTSS kan underlätta olika typer av
interaktion och stödja studenter genom att minska svårigheterna i
examensarbetesprocessen och förbättra examensarbetenas kvalitet. Avhandlingen är
baserad på två forskningsfrågor kring vilka problem studenter har när det gäller
interaktion i examensarbetesprocessen och 2) hur användningen av IKTSS kan
underlätta olika typer av interaktion för att minska problem och avbrott i studierna
bland studenterna. För att besvara forskningsfrågorna har fem huvudstudier med olika
datainsamlings- och analysmetoder utförts inom ramen av en fallstudie, som följer
användandet av ett IKTSS benämt SciPro. Datainsamlingen utfördes vid institutionen
för data- och system vetenskap (DSV) vid Stockholms universitet, Sverige.
Respondenterna var studenter som skrev examensarbeten på kandidat-, magister-, och
masternivå i olika program på DSV, mellan 2012 och 2015. I de två inledande
studierna analyserades data ur SciPro med hjälp av innehållsanalys. I de tre andra
studier, användes webbaseradeenkäter och intervjuer. Resultaten visar att studenter
har behov av tre huvudtyper av interaktion (student-student, kursinnehåll-student,
samt handledare-student interaktion i examensarbetesprocessen). Ett strategiskt
förslag ges kring hur dessa typer av interaktion i examensarbetesprocessen kan
genomföras med stöd av ett IKTSS. Nyttan av dessa funktioner och resurser
utvärderas utifrån studenters uppfattning och erfarenheter, och kategoriserades att
underlätta
studenters
lärandeprocess
och
kommunikation
under
examensarbetesprocessen. Systemet stödjer både tillgång till och hantering av
kursinnehåll och uppgifter, samt underlättar student-student och handledare-student
kommunikation. Baserat på resultaten från avhandlingens fem artiklar, utvecklades ett
begreppsmässigt ramverk för att illustrera och belysa viktiga delar av ett IKTSS.
Sammanfattningsvis, tillgången till ett IKTSS, med strukturerade e-resurser och stöd
av pedagogiska kommunikationer, underlättar examensarbetesprocessen för studenter
och möjliggör likvärdiga möjligheter till lärandet samt stödjer kommunikation med
andra studenter.
Nyckelord: Informations- och kommunikationsteknik (IKT), stödsystem, interaktion,
examensarbete, uppsats, lärande.
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I was born and raised in Tehran until my late teens. My journey then continued
when I moved to Cyprus and thence to Sweden.
I started thinking about self-managed learning when I first decided not to
continue going to school at my first grade of high school. I wondered why
there was a need to go to school when I had the course books and
supplementary materials and was sufficiently motivated to learn on my own.
Why not study and learn in the way that I preferred and instead let teachers
decide how I could learn and the details of my learning process. What was the
point of education if I could not learn what I was most interested in?
After two months in the first grade of high school, I made up my mind, went
home and said “I don’t want to continue going to school, because I love
studying and learning, and inappropriate teaching styles, poor teaching
system, and insufficient teachers’ knowledge will destroy my ambition.” My
parents did not understand the concept of “learning without teaching” until I
demonstrated that even without going to school a person can learn things and
even become highly educated and achieve good results! However, I’ve had
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me in my entire education.
Self-managed studying was immensely enjoyable and learning was a
wonderful process. Without schools and teachers, I successfully finished my
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course, which was the only course I failed in my entire high school.
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my bachelor’s degree in computer engineering at the Eastern Mediterranean
University in Cyprus. I did my second bachelor’s degree at Jönköping
University in business informatics, and a master’s degree in computer and
systems sciences at Uppsala University, followed by a PhD education at
Stockholm University.
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self-managed learning. The concept of autonomous learning through the use
of online information and communication technology systems helped me to
develop my motivation to do research within this area.
During my education, I learned that life has a reflection; the more we give, the
more we get back. The keys to my achievements were ambition, logical
thinking and decision making, working hard, helping and supporting others,
respect, and love. In addition, dancing and training karate helped me to
strengthen my body and mind during this time.
In the following picture, my student cards show a summary of my higher
education journey from 2003 to 2015.
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Preface

I am for objection, if non-objection or agreement means refraining from
divulging the unfairness.
In 2009, during my bachelor’s thesis, I noticed that not all the students had
similar chances of learning because of the differences in supervisors’
knowledge, methods, supervision process, and other influential educational
factors. I was ambitious and started my thesis before my fellow students and
hence got the chance of choosing my supervisor. Hence, I obtained the
appropriate support in doing research and scientific writing. I got relevant
reading materials, references, instructions, and guidelines that not all other
students might have had a chance to get. In 2011, when doing my master’s
thesis, a similar issue popped up. Many of my fellow students had personal
supervision on campus, while I received the supervision completely at a
distance via email and Skype. However, I had learning opportunities, provided
by my supervisor, which again not all my fellow students might have had. I
was always thinking about why not all students get similar learning
opportunities, structured information resources, thesis instructions, and a set
of general research guidelines. Some of my fellow students in both bachelor
and master programs never finished their theses. Among those who did finish,
some were not happy with the quality of their work and some finished their
theses almost a year after the stipulated time.
I took this issue up with friends from other institutions in Sweden and abroad.
It seemed that attrition, slow progress, and low quality of theses were a
problem in many institutions in both bachelor’s and master’s degrees. What
are the problems? How can these problems be reduced? How can online
technology support the learning process in thesis courses? How can students
be motivated to use an online support system? How can teachers be persuaded
to use online technology as a support tool to complement their supervision and
support students’ learning process? Appropriate support by institutions and
supervisors may make the thesis process more doable and efficient.
In the light of these issues, this dissertation addresses the following:
 The interaction problems in thesis courses which may lead to attrition
or lack of motivation to finish the thesis on time.
 The use of online technology or blended learning to support the thesis
process and make students more autonomous.
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The role of peer interaction among students, writing a thesis in a
bachelor’s or master’s program.
The importance of a set of structured e-resources and division of
theses into phases with smaller milestones and opportunities for
feedback.
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1. Introduction

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the
world.”
Nelson Mandela
The focus of this dissertation is on learners’ perspectives regarding
educational interaction problems (lack of access to the required resources and
learners’ communications with supervisors and peers) in the thesis process
and learners’ perceived usefulness of a system developed to reduce these
interaction problems. The research setting of this dissertation is a blended
learning environment, which refers to the online facilitation of the thesis
process through an online ICTSS as a complement to individual supervision.
In this section, first the research territory was established by showing the
importance of the general area and introducing the basic concepts of this
dissertation. The knowledge gap was introduced through a literature review
and the aim and objective of the dissertation developed, followed by two
research questions. At the end of the section, the delimitation is discussed to
clarify the remit of the work and explain the specific focus on learners’
perspectives in this dissertation.

1.1 Online Educational Technology
Educational technology is a broad research area which started with the
introduction of mass media to higher education during the 1960s. Since the
mid-1990s, the use of web technology (online technology) has created a
foundation for online learning in higher education, which has been steadily
increasing. Information and communication technology (ICT) is a developing
concept with the potential to enhance educational quality. ICT in education
has created discussions among educators in higher education institutions on
how to support teaching and learning and facilitate interaction (types of
interaction are discussed in section 2.2) through the use of technological tools
(Jaldemark & Lindberg, 2013; Sarkar, 2012; Stacey, 2009; Kelly Garrett,
2006; Tinio, 2003; Moore & Kearsley, 1996).

ICT has a growing influence on educational practices and is becoming a strong
means of educational changes in higher education (Sarkar, 2012). Online
educational technology is used to improve teaching, learning, and creative
inquiry, which have clear applications in the field, albeit much of such
technology was not developed solely for educational purposes (Horizon
Report, 2015). The prediction for the next 10 years is that ICT will become
ubiquitous in the lives of learners in almost every country (Looi et al., 2010).
According to the Horizon Report (2015), there are three categories of online
technology planning and decision-making which are expected to enter
mainstream education over the next five years; near-term technologies (within
or less than one year), mid-term technologies (within two to three years) and
far-term technologies (within four to five years). As discussed in different
studies (e.g., Jaldemark & Lindberg, 2013; Sarkar, 2012; Stacey, 2009;
Anderson, 2008; Kelly Garrett, 2006; Tinio, 2003), educational technology
facilitates learning through access to information resources, synchronous, and
asynchronous services and communication for educational, social, business,
and other types of interaction.
Since the use of online educational technology is increasing, the role of ICT
is becoming more important in education and learning (Sarkar, 2012). ICT in
education increases learners’ motivation by facilitating interaction with real
people and even provides opportunities to participate in real-world events
(Tinio, 2003). ICT supports achievement of good pedagogical results in
education (Christie & Ferdos, 2004) and provides and maintains the
acquisition of information (Tinio, 2003; Abbott, 2003). ICT has influenced
the entire spectrum of education from early school development, primary,
secondary, and high school levels to basic higher education at the
undergraduate level and further graduate education and training (Sarkar,
2012). In this dissertation, ICT refers to the use of an online technological tool
or platform to support generating, monitoring, distributing, collecting, and
administering information and activities, to facilitate different types of
interaction in education.
Doing a bachelor or master program is an educational journey that may lead
to success or attrition (dropout). The high number of dropouts at different
stages in higher education is an issue (Duque, 2014; Venuleo, Mossi, &
Salvatore, 2014; Merrill, 2014; Witte, De Jonge, & Schoonman, 2014). In
most bachelor and master degrees, the thesis course (discussed in section 2.7)
is the final part of the degree. Hence, thesis attrition means leaving the
education prior to completion of the degree. As noted by Boud and Lee (2005)
and Kemp (1999), research education has become narrow, specialized, and
theoretical, and in many cases there is a mismatch between the institution’s
research priorities and learners’ interests and expectations, which has led to
high attrition and slow completion rates.
2

According to a number of researchers, learners’ attrition, lack of learners’
satisfaction, and low productivity or fulfillment of learning outcomes are
owed to issues such as: 1) poor supervision and instructor direction/contact
(Dann, 2008; Ives & Rowley, 2005; Manathunga, 2005; McCormack, 2004;
Benson & Blackman, 2003; Wegner, Holloway & Garton, 1999), 2)
insufficient departmental support and opportunities for shared learning with
peers (Boud & Lee, 2005; Kerry & Wilding, 2004; Bonk & Cunningham,
1998), 3) limited access to information, instructions, content, and prerequisites
(Wegner, Holloway & Garton, 1999), further requirements for educational
interaction (Anderson, 2008; Moore, 1989), and lack of academic and
interpersonal skills (Kemp, 1999).
Nevertheless, despite a number of studies about these issues (as mentioned
above), there is still a gap regarding how an ICT support system (ICTSS) can
concretely address and support learners to reduce the educational interaction
problems in specific courses such as thesis courses. In many institutions, there
are different learning management systems (LMS) such as Moodle software
applications and technology-enhanced learning (TEL) environments, which
are used to provide e-learning through Web or online technology-based
communication and interaction. However, there is no single developed system
or study, which addresses different types of interaction problems in thesis
courses from the learners’ perspectives in order to develop strategic
suggestions and solutions to reduce thesis attrition and low-quality thesis
production. A common problem with ICTs in education is choices based on
technological possibilities rather than educational needs (Sarkar, 2012). It is
important to ensure that technological possibilities are viewed in the context
of learners’ educational needs and requirements in each specific course. One
success factor in developing a learning support system in each course is the
analysis of learners’ requirements and perspectives (Singhal, Sehgal, & Singh,
2014; Sarkar, 2012).
In this dissertation, this gap is filled by considering the learners’ perspectives
regarding the educational interaction problems and requirements, besides
evaluating learners’ perception of the usefulness of an ICTSS in bachelor and
master thesis courses. The several papers resulted in a set of strategic
suggestions to facilitate different types of interaction and enhance thesis
completion rate and quality.

3

1.2 Research Aim, Objective, and Questions
“If I had an hour to solve a problem, I would spend 55 minutes thinking
about the problem and 5 minutes thinking about solutions.” Albert Einstein
The overall aim of this dissertation was to create knowledge about how the
use of ICTSS can facilitate different types of interaction (Moore, 1989;
Anderson, 2008) and to support learners in order to reduce the thesis problems
and to enhance the quality of thesis outcomes. The objective of this
dissertation was to investigate learners’ perspectives regarding interaction
problems and evaluate learners’ perception of the usefulness of an ICTSS in
the thesis process. In order to shed some light on these issues, the following
research questions were developed:
1. What are the common educational interaction problems that learners
encounter in thesis courses at the bachelor and master degrees?
2. How can an ICTSS facilitate different types of interaction and support
the thesis process in order to enhance the thesis completion rate and the quality
of the thesis outcomes?
When it comes to the quality of the learning outcomes and thesis attrition,
besides the educational factors and support systems, there are other potential
factors (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998; Blanc et al., 1983; Bradburn, 2002) such
as cognitive and metacognitive factors, motivational and affective factors, and
social and individual (personal) issues in learners’ private life. However, the
focus in this dissertation was on learners’ perspectives regarding the academic
issues and ICT-based solutions to facilitate learners to communicate and get
instructions, information, and guidelines in a more efficient way in the thesis
process.

4

1.3 Abbreviations, Acronyms, and Key-terms
The abbreviations, acronyms, and the key-terms presented in Table 1 are used
throughout this dissertation and in the papers included herein. Some of these
terms or acronyms may refer to similar concepts; however, the definitions are
based on the meaning specifically in this dissertation and the terms are
described to facilitate understanding of their use in here. Further explanation,
resources, and details about the use of these terms can be found in the papers
included in this dissertation (Papers 1 to 5).
Table 1. Definition of Acronyms, abbreviations, and Key-terms
Abbreviation/
acronym

Full
phrase

Definition

BSc

Bachelor of
Science

A bachelor of science (BSc) or a bachelor degree
in Sweden is generally a three-year undergraduate
academic degree awarded by universities to
students who complete the course and attain a
certain number of credits (based on the Bologna
credit system). In this dissertation BSc refers to
undergraduate education at the Department of
Computer and Systems Sciences at Stockholm
University.

CMC

ComputerMediated
Communic
ation

Any support from electronic devices and
computer-based technology for human interaction
and communication. In this dissertation CMC
refers to ICTSS in some papers.

CMS

Content
Manageme
nt System

A system used to manage, prioritize, and present
the content of a Web site, which normally consists
of two elements of the content management
application (CMA) and the content delivery
application (CDA). In this dissertation CMS
refers to ICTSS.

DSV

Swedish
term: Data
och System
Vetenskap

Department of Computer and Systems Sciences at
Stockholm University, Sweden.

ICTSS

Informatio
n and
Communic

The application of technology to provide access
to information and communication, and to store,
retrieve, transfer and manipulate data and
5

Abbreviation/
acronym
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Full
phrase

Definition

ation
Technolog
y Support
System

information resources and support education and
learning processes. In this dissertation ICTSS
refers to a support system, such as SciPro, used to
support and facilitate different types of interaction
in the thesis process.

MSc

Master of
Science

A master of science (MSc) or a master degree in
Sweden is generally a two-year postgraduate
academic degree, awarded by universities to
students who complete advanced level courses
and attain a certain number of credits (based on
the Bologna credit system). In this dissertation
MSc refers to graduate studies before PhD
education at the Department of Computer and
Systems Sciences at Stockholm University.

SciPro

Supporting
the
Scientific
Process

An ICT-based support system to facilitate
scientific process in the thesis courses in BSc and
MSc programs at DSV.

TEL

Technolog
yEnhanced
Learning

The usefulness of online technology in the
learning context and education with the focus on
learning for anyone, anytime, and anywhere. In
this dissertation TEL describes the use of ICTSS
as a general concept.

LMS

Learning
Manageme
nt Systems

Any electronic software application to support or
facilitate education through online technology,
which is also referred to as electronic learning (elearning),
including
management
of
administration, learning/teaching, reporting and
delivery of educational courses or training
programs. In this dissertation LMS refers to elearning and the use of ICTSS.

Key-terms

Definition

Learner

“Learner” refers to students at the Bachelor’s and Master’s levels
at the Department of Computer and Systems Sciences at
Stockholm University.

Online

A set of online techniques, methods, and processes used to
accomplish a specific purpose or task such as a scientific
investigation or process through the Web. In this dissertation,
technology is based on the Internet and online tools and hence is
usually referred to as online technology.

Technology

Opposition

The process of providing a written report (called opposition
report) followed by an oral discussion, critically discussing the
important issues in the thesis, by a peer learner (called opponent)
and the author of the thesis is called Opposition. Opposition is a
part of the final module and peer interaction in the thesis process
in the Swedish academic system and the thesis courses.

Peer review

In the thesis courses, peer review is the process of providing
critical comments and feedback about the important issues prior
to getting to the final module. Peer review is provided by a peer
learner (called peer reviewer) on incomplete thesis manuscripts,
written by the thesis author.

Thesis

A thesis manuscript refers to a draft of a thesis, written by the
thesis author.

manuscript
Active
participant

Active participation is a part of the thesis process and tasks,
which the system provides opportunities for learners to register
as an active participant for another learner’s final seminar to read
final thesis manuscript and comment on it or ask questions in the
final seminar.
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1.4 Delimitations
This dissertation is written mainly from a learner perspective. Considering the
perspective of supervisors as the second most frequent users of ICTSS for the
thesis process was important in the system development process. Focusing on
the two perspectives together would have created a more interesting result.
Assessing the two perspectives and comparing their use of ICTSS might have
added value to the study. However, it would have raised some discussion,
since there were sometimes stark contrasts between the learning preferences
of teachers and learners and things that may have positive impacts on learners’
satisfaction and outcomes may not necessarily be acceptable to supervisors,
or vice versa (Nunan, 1987; Islam & Azad, 2015). In some cases, supervisors
did not like some of the functionalities that learners thought were useful and
informative, such as documenting and monitoring the process and activities,
availability of general information and resources for learners, and possibility
of sending emails to and asking questions of the thesis support group.
There were challenges in preparing teachers to teach by means of ICT, since
in many cases teachers still lack the knowledge and skills (Angeli, Valanides,
Mavroudi, Christodoulou, & Georgiou, 2015; Dong et al., 2015; Tournaki &
Lyublinskaya, 2014) and they refused to accept the interaction problems and
that using an ICTSS would be a potential solution.
At the beginning of the ICTSS development, some supervisors appreciated its
support of the thesis process and the learning process and others criticized the
system; the latter’s feedback and comments were rather a denial of the
system’s value than constructive remarks intended to help further
development of the system. Reflecting both sets of attitudes would have
consequences in terms of increasing the risk of the traceability of the
supervisors, which would have been in breach of the ethical standard. Hence,
the main focus was on the learners’ perspectives and perceptions rather than
the supervisors’, not on the social and cultural aspects of learners’ private life
or individual problems, which could affect the thesis outcomes and the thesis
production rate. The focus was purely on educational problems and ICT-based
solutions.
The evaluation of the learners’ perspectives regarding the ICTSS included
both positive and negative aspects, which were considered and reflected in
both the text and the number of respondents for each specific functionality of
the ICTSS. In almost all studies the positive responses and satisfied learners
outnumbered the negative ones. It would be interesting to deepen analysis of
the negative reflections to find out what needs to be changed further. However,
in order to respect the ethical issues and the anonymity and confidentiality of
the respondents, provision of written contact information was entirely
8

voluntary. Of those who wrote their contact information, most refused to take
part in the follow-up interviews, and the few who did take part, refused to be
included in the publications. Therefore, the very negative comments without
explanations and further clarifications were not the focus in any of the studies.
Gender (male/female/unknown) and education level differences (the bachelor
or master level) were briefly considered, but were not the focus of the studies.
In most of the studies the findings were not divided into different groups. This
was mainly because in 2012 and 2013, when the studies were performed, the
system had not divided the users by gender or education level. Hence the data
collection focused on the learners’ perspectives rather than their gender or
education level. These issues were however considered in two of the published
papers included in this dissertation, in which the gender and educational level
did not have a significant correlation with the results of the papers. Slight
differences between the two educational levels were discovered in Paper 5,
which was discussed as a part of the paper.
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2. Literature Review and Background

“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree,
it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.”
Albert Einstein
In this section, the nature of the research area is discussed and a background
provided to the existing theories and principles, which were later used in
developing the conceptual framework.

2.1 Educational Technology, Interaction, and
Instruction
In the traditional view, learning only takes place when it is based on teaching
and the various activities carried out by teachers and there is quite a small
overlap between instruction and the learning process (Shuell, 1988). Schunk
(2012) observes that in most of cases there is a direct connection between
interaction and learning. As different studies state, ICT-based supports are
effective and have positive impacts on education and learning (Abdullahi,
2014; Venkatesh, Croteau, & Rabah, 2014; Anthony, 2012; Roblyer, 2003;
Pollock & Wilson, 2002; Spector & Anderson, 2000; Benbunan-Fich & Hiltz,
1999; Alavi, Wheeler, & Valacich. 1995; Alavi, 1994). Others suggest that
providing instructions by using technology in education improves
communication and access to the course materials or presented contents (Ness
& Lin, 2015; Ratna & Mehra, 2015; Tarhini, Hassouna, Abbasi, & Orozco,
2015; Vong & Song, 2015).
Instructions on the learning objectives and how to study and use the online
technology as a support tool for education are critical (Concannon, Flynn, &
Campbell, 2005). Higher education institutions are investing in the use of
ICTSSs to come across and fulfill the learners’ needs and technological
demands (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). In most of the institutions, different media
or web-based tools are often used to facilitate delivering instructional
materials such as presentation notes and assignments’ instructions (Spector &
Anderson, 2000), or to provide synchronous or/and asynchronous
communication (Hrastinski, 2006, 2008; Hrastinski, Keller, & Carlsson, 2010;
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Pargman, Hedin, & Hrastinski, 2013; Wendt, & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2015).
According to Schunk (2012), there are commonalities among diverse learning
theories which share instructional principles that are predicted to enhance
learning. There are commonalities among learning theories which share
instructional principles that may enhance learning (Schunk, 2012). Table 2
shows four common instructional principles (inspired by Schunk, 2012),
which are also discussed elsewhere (Shuell, 1988, 1990; Moore, 1993; Fox,
1983; Rosenshine, 1983).
Table 2. Instructional principles common to diverse learning theories (inspired by
Schunk, 2012, p.19)
Instructional
principles

Guidelines

Circumstances

Learning
Structure

Learners progress through
educational stages/phases

Structured materials (resources)
presented in small steps

Requirements

Learners’ requirement for
practice, feedback, and review

Influential motivational and
contextual factors on learning

These four principles are tightly interconnected. In the description of one
principle, the others are automatically involved. Learners’ progress through
stages/phases means giving learners opportunities to understand important
issues in each level, from the beginning to the end. This provides learners with
opportunities to practice in each phase and get ready for the next phase based
on the provided material and practices (Shuell, 1988). Learning through small
steps influences student success rates and effective teaching (Rosenshine,
1983). In different stages of learning, learners may need to focus attention on
different facts and struggle to understand material that later becomes part of a
larger and more abstract conceptual framework (Shuell, 1988).
Organized materials presented in small steps include the organization and
presentation of contents of the courses to be taught in small units in order to
be cognitively processed in different phases (Schunk, 2012). An enormous
amount of material which gives learners little time or opportunity to get the
material into a meaningful context makes them feel constrained and frustrated
(Fox, 1983). Small steps that are not too difficult for learners enable teachers
to see that students practice new knowledge and skills until they are actually
overlearned (Rosenshine, 1983). Learners’ requirement for practice, feedback,
and review is about the need of learners for provision of corrective feedback
and frequent review sessions (Schunk, 2012). There are additional important
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processes such as the need for practice, feedback, and counseling which need
to be organized in education (Moore, 1993). Stimulating analysis and criticism
and giving advice and counsel are two of the processes that must be structured
in distance education (Moore, 1993) and similar campus-based courses such
as thesis courses.
Influential motivational and contextual factors in learning are part of an
enormous number of theories and discussions (Schunk, 2012). “Motivation
can affect all phases of learning and performance” (Schunk, 2012, p.23).
There are different aspects of the connection between motivation and learning
from different theories (Schunk, 2012, pp.23, 357).This dissertation considers
the notion that in order to get learners involved in learning, there is a need for
learning motivation. Learners’ motivation has two meanings; initiating
learning, and maintaining engagement during learning (Biggs & Tang, 2011).
This means motivation can affect learning initiation as well as the entire
process of learning in a course. The achievement motivation is central to
education and learning, which is sometimes challenging and requires learners’
involvement (Schunk, 2012; Elliot & Church, 1997).
These instructional principles, discussed in Section 6.1, are based on the
original discussions by Schunk (2012) and other connected references to this
issue. Moreover, in order to show the importance of the issues mentioned in
Table 2 specifically to the thesis process, the discussion reflects on each of
these principles in connection with the different types of interaction (Section
2.2). These principles were also used as a base to establish the finding of this
dissertation in order to develop the conceptual framework (Section 6.2) and
the follow-up strategic suggestions (Section 6.3).

2.2 Types of Interaction
Interaction has various meanings tailored to different contexts and sciences
which, according to Moore (1989), must be clearly defined to be meaningful
in a context. In this dissertation, interaction is defined as any kind of
connection, communication, transfer of information, or mutual or reciprocal
action which has an effect on the learning process in thesis courses. As regards
the learning process in distance education, Moore (1989) introduced the three
most common types of educational interaction, between (1) learners and
teachers
(learner-instructor
interaction),
(2)
learners
and
instructional/informative contents (learner-content interaction), and (3) peers
(learner-learner or peer-to-peer interaction). These types of interaction were
expanded by Anderson and Garrison (1988) to include instructor-instructor,
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instructor-content, and content-content interaction (cited in Anderson, 2008,
p.56).
In this dissertation, how the use of an ICTSS may facilitate supervision, the
supervisor team (Pargman et al., 2013), and content management are also
discussed. The following model (Figure 1), developed by Anderson (2008,
p.58) illustrates the types of educational interaction and the connections
between them. An appropriate and beneficial use of an ICT system advances
all these types of interaction (Moore & Kearsley, 1996).

Figure 1 Three types of educational interaction (Anderson. 2008, p.58)

There is an assumption that learners taking part in thesis courses are in many
respects facing similar challenges, opportunities and threats to learners in
distance courses (Muilenburg & Berge, 2005; Aghaee & Larsson, 2013).
Hence, these types of interaction can be used in the thesis process. However,
the interaction in the thesis process does not necessarily have to be online or
at a distance; it can be both face-to-face or in person and online through a
support system. This theory is used as a general reference for the important
types of interaction (Section 6.2).
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2.3 ICT Support System in the Thesis Process
Each year, the department of Computer and Systems Sciences (DSV) at
Stockholm University has more than three hundred students undertaking the
thesis courses and this number of students is increasing year by year. Figures
for 2008 show that thesis attrition and low-quality theses were quite common
at DSV. At that time, many bachelor’s and master’s students never started
writing a thesis and of those who did some never finished and some did not
manage to achieve good quality or desired outcomes within the stipulated
time. In 2009, the idea of an ICTSS was introduced by Associate Professor
Henrik Hansson, as a solution, which has been developed to support both
pedagogical and administrative aspects of the thesis process. The system was
intended to facilitate different types of interaction (Section 2.2) to reduce the
educational interaction problems and enhance the learning quality and thesis
outcomes. The system was called SciPro. It began to be used in 2010 and has
been iteratively developed until today.
SciPro was created to unify the basic information in the thesis process for all
learners by providing information resources and instructions, better
communication channels, and more possibilities of supporting learners
throughout the entire thesis process. Moreover, the system was developed in
order to enhance learners’ autonomous learning (as described and discussed
in Section 2.5) to access the basic and general information and instructions
which make learners less dependent on their supervisors. Section 5.4 includes
more information about the functionalities that are required and those which
are already provided by SciPro.

2.4 E-learning and Blended Learning
“The greatest incursion of e-learning in higher education is through the
blended learning designs”
Garrison (2011, p.75)

A core concept in educational models is that the essence of learning is
educational interaction and communication, which can be supported by online
technology to engage learners and educators (Garrison, 2011). E-learning is
not about technology; it is rather about the true value of a higher education
experience conveyed by the use of online technology (Garrison, 2011). Elearning is becoming increasingly important in the delivery of higher
education (Penny, 2011). In higher education, e-learning is used to enhance
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learning experiences and to facilitate education of learners through ICT, with
or without instructors (Christie & Ferdos, 2004). E-learning delivers learning
contents and activities through ICT via the Internet (Wang & Hwang, 2004).
In most e-learning environments, such as the ICTSS in this dissertation, the
focus is on facilitating learners’ interaction (Moore, 1989) and supporting
learning outcomes (Keller, 2007). The term e-learning is used interchangeably
in different studies to refer to online learning, online education, internet-/webbased learning, educational technology, online technology-based learning, etc.
The concept of blended learning is defined as the combination of the
traditional face-to-face lectures or supervisions and the web-based contents or
structured online information and communication, as an educational
complement (Concannon et al., 2005). In higher education, many institutions
use technologies and Internet media to deliver information and instructions as
a complement to the classroom teaching (Concannon et al., 2005). Based on
the discussion by Bonk and Graham (2012), blended learning belongs to one
of these three categories: a combination of face-to-face and computermediated instruction, involving different types of media, or combination of
different instructional methods.
As discussed by Keller (2007), blended learning environments has influenced
virtual learning environments and learning outcomes. Blended learning has
highly affected the quality of educational interaction and learning by
addressing learners’ requirements and expectations, and facilitating the access
to learning opportunities when a learning activity contains both face-to-face
and computer-mediated elements (Bonk & Graham, 2012). In this
dissertation, the use of ICTSSs in the thesis process relates to the first category
of blended learning defined by Bonk and Graham (2012): a combination of
face-to-face supervision and peer communications, and computer-mediated
information, instruction and interaction (with content, peers, and supervisors)
through the use of the system.
An ICTSS provides opportunities for learners to derive benefits from blended
learning for interaction and supervision, by using online technology. In many
cases, the ICTSS also facilitates the supervision process by enabling
supervisors to send and receive materials through online technology or an
online meeting with learners. Blended learning provides learners with
communication opportunities to attend their peers’ thesis final seminars at a
distance as well as in person in the classroom (discussed in detail in Paper 5).
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2.5 Autonomous Learning
As Federico (2000) noted, successful learning takes place when there is
conformity between learners’ requirements and the learning environment. A
fundamental principle of autonomous learning is learner/learningcenteredness, where the locus of control is in the hand of individual learners
(Nunan, 1996). As discussed by Moore (1972, 1993), providing autonomy in
learning means facilitating and supporting learners to use teaching material,
programs, and instructions in order to achieve their learning goals, in their
own way and under their own control. According to Nunan (1987), there is a
stark contrast between learning preferences of teachers and learners and
teachers’ preferences may not necessarily be learners’ preferences. Hence,
autonomous learning is a more learner-centered approach, which provides
possibilities of learning under learners’ own control and preferences. This is
different from a teacher-based curriculum, which covers the topics that should
be taught (Biggs & Tang, 2011) and learners have to learn what is decided and
dictated by teachers. Moreover, as discussed by Moore (1993), peer support
and peer interaction to generate knowledge have great potential in autonomous
learning process, which also makes the learning process more learnercentered.
In this dissertation, autonomous learning in the thesis process does not mean
that there is no or less supervision, guidelines, and instructions, or that learners
have to manage the entire course on their own. Autonomy in the thesis process
refers to enabling learners to learn on their own through accessing the
structured resources, available guidelines and instructions, and
communication. As discussed by Moore (1993), autonomy in learning
processes enhances learners’ self-management and self-directed learning by
accessing the course contents, as well as collaborative learning with their
peers. Moreover, providing support through the use of ICTSSs and developing
autonomous learning is done in order to provide equal opportunities for all
learners. However, supervisors still have the same responsibilities as before to
support and guide learners in more detailed steps in the thesis phases
(discussed in Paper 5).
Using an ICTSS in the thesis process would enable learners to derive benefits
from different types of interaction anywhere and anytime. However, it is up
to learners to decide how much and in which ways they use the functionalities
of the ICTSS. Facilitating learning through using ICTSSs in the thesis process
is in many aspects similar to playing a card game. However, they may be
different in many fundamental ways. In a card game, there are rules that have
to be followed by the players and all the players should have the possibility of
learning about them. The dealer has to distribute the cards to the players
equally, teach them how to play, and tell them about the tricks and clues of
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the game. However, it is up to each player to decide and play. This is similar
to the thesis process and producing a thesis with the help of an ICTSS. The
ICTSS provides the requirements about the thesis process, accessing the
structured resources, and all other types of interaction (which are the cards in
the game), and describes the rules and regulations (which are the rules of the
game) to all learners (who are the players in the game). The supervisors are
the advisors who guide the learners in the thesis process and show the path for
the learners to take the right decision and choose the right way (the dealer in
the game). However, the learners autonomously decide what to learn, how to
learn, and how to fulfill the requirements of the thesis course in order to
achieve the outcomes (players’ own decisions how to play). That is an
important aspect in any investigation of learners’ perspectives regarding the
requirements and usefulness of the functionalities of the ICTSS to facilitate
their autonomy in the thesis process.

2.6 Mobile Learning
In higher education, the ubiquitous use of computing devices, such as
notebook computers, smart phones or wireless phones, and handheld devices
with rapidly improving Internet capabilities is transforming the nature of
education (Ally, 2009; Motiwalla, 2007). Mobile learning (m-learning)
through the use of mobile technology and wireless devices intersecting with
e-learning allows learners to access information and learning materials from
anywhere and at any time (Ally, 2009; Motiwalla, 2007). Jaldemark (2013)
noted five challenges to the understanding of learning and mobility, and
concluded that learning and mobility can contribute to the development of
educational research. As discussed by Motiwalla (2007), m-learning has the
potential to provide or facilitate learners’ interaction with their instructors and
peers, and access to the course materials and information from wherever they
have wireless connectivity. Motiwalla (2007) observed that m-learning
connected to mobile applications enables users to control or filter the
information flow and communication, improve real-time interactivity and
collaboration, and access the services, regardless of time and location, which
are useful for improving the learning environment.
In this dissertation, the concept of m-learning is used in the context of mobile
applications in higher education. Paper 4 was performed in order to evaluate
learners’ perspectives about developing a specific mobile application as a
complement to the ICTSS (SciPro) in the thesis process. The mobile
application would provide specific functionalities, in order to facilitate access
to the information resources, and getting updates and related notifications, in
order to expedite and support the thesis process.
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2.7 Thesis
The term “thesis” is used differently in different countries. For instance, in the
Australian context, “thesis” refers to a document that students create to get
degrees at all educational levels, i.e. bachelor, master, and doctoral levels
(Evans, Gruba, & Zobel, 2011). In the United States and Canada (Evans et al.,
2011) as well as in Italy (Eco, Farina, Farina, & Erspamer, 2015), Sweden,
and other European countries, the “thesis” is mainly used for the two first
educational levels (bachelor and master levels) and the term “dissertation” is
more commonly used to refer to the document that is created to get a doctoral
degree. However, in these countries a “dissertation” is sometimes also called
a “doctoral thesis”.
Obtaining an academic degree can be one of the most fulfilling achievements
in a person’s life. In most of the undergraduate (bachelor) and graduate
(master) programs in higher education, the thesis is the core course of the final
year (Zhao, 2015; Jaldemark & Lindberg, 2013; Hashim & Hashim, 2010;
Todd, Smith, & Bannister, 2006; Todd, Bannister, & Clegg, 2004). The thesis
is an opportunity for learners (students/thesis writers) to acquire knowledge
and experience of project work which is designed to link their academic
knowledge with their future careers (Zhao, 2015; Hashim & Hashim, 2010).
In general, in higher education, the risk of students’ attrition is an important
concern (McGaha & Fitzpatrick, 2005; Bradburn, 2002; Blanc, DeBuhr, &
Martin, 1983). Some learners never complete their bachelor or master degrees
because they fail to complete their theses. There are different problems in the
thesis process, which may cause attrition or inability to finish the thesis within
the stipulated time. Some of these problems comprise personal issues
(McGaha & Fitzpatrick, 2005; Bradburn, 2002). The remainder relate to lack
of information, instruction, interaction, supervision, and educational skills
(Aghaee, 2015; Aghaee et al., 2014; Jaldemark & Lindberg, 2013; Benson &
Blackman, 2003; Dong, 1998; Blanc et al., 1983). In most universities,
different kinds of learning management systems (LMS) are developed to
support thesis courses which are given on campus but are organized in the
same way as distance-based courses. However, none of the researchers
covered the learners’ perspectives regarding the problems and solution in the
thesis process, which would address the importance of the use of ICT to
facilitate different types of interaction (Moore, 1989).
As mentioned above, in this dissertation, the term “thesis” refers to the final
project or report produced by bachelor and master students (learners) at the
Department of Computer and Systems Sciences (DSV), Stockholm
University. The thesis courses are used to develop learners’ understanding and
critical thinking, provide opportunities for learners to produce new knowledge
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in the research areas, and to demonstrate learners’ writing abilities and
scholarly ability in terms of carrying out academic research. Writing a thesis
requires a great deal of autonomy, management, responsibility, discipline, and
the ability to formulate and process scientific problems from the beginning to
the end. At DSV, this is a different campus course from the other campus
courses, since there are normally no lectures or seminars during the thesis
courses. Learners must be their own driving forces and supervisors are only a
support with limited time availability. There is, however, a certain amount of
supervision, which is normally 15 and 30 hours respectively for bachelor and
master theses, to provide guidance.
The Bologna Process is an attempt to define learning outcomes and quality
assurance mechanisms, establish a national degree framework, and reflect on
what is happening in institutions in 47 countries (Biggs & Tang, 2011). The
grading of a thesis is based on the Bologna process, whereby each successful
thesis gets a grade between A to E, and thesis close to a pass gets FX, which
means more effort is required to reach the defined quality, and a failed thesis
gets F.
In this dissertation, “learners” refers to students who are writing their thesis
and learning from the thesis process. Supervision is provided by supervisors,
who are the thesis advisors or leading teachers. However, referring to students
as learners does not mean that students are the only ones who learn, and
supervisors are the ones who only teach and never learn. It is important that
supervisors also develop their understanding, skills, and competences in order
to be up-to-date and able to supervise the new generation of learners in the
best possible way.
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3. Research Approach

Hot water makes potatoes soft; the same hot water makes eggs hard. It matters
what is inside regardless of the surrounding. Any content can be shaped with
appropriate tools. The choice of research approach guides and shapes the
entire scientific process and research outcomes.

3.1 Case Study Strategy
Case study is a research strategy to provide opportunities for researchers to
study a phenomenon or process more specific and in depth by considering
different perspectives and collecting detailed data in time-boxes (Creswell,
2013). A case study, as defined by Robson (2002), is a strategic research tool
for empirical investigation of a specific subject which exists in a real-life
context. As suggested by Merriam (1988, 1998, 2002), a case study could be
chosen when one is concentrating on a particular community or process to
clarify the focus on a specific issue while considering the surrounding factors,
which was the case in this dissertation. In a qualitative case study, questions
can emerge and hence address the description of the themes, and be answered
through different methods (Creswell, 2013). A multiple data collection
method or a mixed-method approach can be used in a case study research to
explore and understand the case and evaluate the outcomes (Creswell, 1994).
The case study was the core research strategy of this dissertation, since the
aim of the study was to create knowledge about the use of an ICTSS to
facilitate different types of interaction in order to support learners, to reduce
thesis problems and attrition and to enhance the quality of thesis outcomes.
For this evaluation we needed a case in a real-life context, which led to
choosing SciPro, as the ICTSS in the thesis process. However, the focus of
this dissertation was not on evaluating the ICTSS itself, but rather on the
evaluating the learners’ perspectives regarding the usefulness of the
functionalities of the system on the thesis process and outcomes.
The strategy of this dissertation was inductive with a focus on the importance
of the evaluation of individual perspectives and the complexity of the
situations in order to render solutions. As noted by Yin (2013) and Creswell
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(2013), in a case study, an inductive strategy offers additional promise, when
the outcomes are evaluated by quantitative methods and the process and
reasoning are explained and described critically by the findings from the
qualitative methods. A case study with a mixed method was used in this
dissertation to develop an inductive study.
As Stake (2000) observed, even though a case study can connect practical
complex events to theoretical abstractions in many situations, it is normally
quite specific and is more about what should be considered rather than about
adopting a set of methodologies. In case study research, there are boundaries
(Luck, Jackson, & Usher, 2006; Yin, 2013; Stake, 2000; Creswell, 1994)
concerning the time, place, event or activity for each particular case, which
may limit the data collection. Moreover, according to Yin (2013), the
boundaries between the phenomenon and the contexts studied in a case study
are not always apparent. Hence, choosing a case study may have limited the
research findings in this dissertation, but since it was based on an inductive
strategy in order to develop the conceptual framework, it allowed a focus on
the core and aim of the study in order to answer the research questions by
using different methods. Within the frame of this case study, the data
collection methods and analysis methods were a combination of qualitative
and quantitative research methods (details are shown in Table 3).
More specifically, in all the studies in this dissertation, the empirical data were
collected by considering the use of SciPro in the thesis process at DSV. SciPro
was used as a developing reference system, whereby the learners’ perspectives
were investigated and evaluated. The data, stored in SciPro, were subjected to
content analysis in Papers 1 and 2. The surveys and interviews in Papers 3, 4,
and 5 also referred to the functionalities of SciPro in order to collect learners’
perspectives and evaluate the usefulness of the system in the thesis process. In
Section 5.4 the basic functionalities of SciPro are shown in relation to the
literature review’s models and principles.
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3.2 Methodological Consideration and Decisions
The choice of approaches and methodologies used in each individual paper
was connected with this dissertation’s research aim and question. It was an
exploratory study with the use of different data collection methods in the
research design, focusing on the learners’ perspectives. Table 3 shows the
research approach, method(s), and number of cases considered or participants
in each paper.
Table 3. Research approach and choice of methods and analysis of the empirical data
in different studies
Study

Research Approach

Number of
items/
participants

Method

Paper 1

Qualitative data collection  led to:

Random
sample

Data
analysis
through a
content
analysis

1- Quantitative results about the
percentages of learners in each
category.
2- Qualitative
results
by
developing a set of strategic
suggestions
for
further
development of the learning
process
Paper 2

Qualitative data analysis  led to:
1- Quantitative result about the
percentages of learners in each
category.
2- Qualitative
results
by
developing a set of strategic
suggestions for development
of collaborative learning
process.

Paper 3

A mixed method was applied:
qualitative and quantitative data
collection  led to:
1- Quantitative result about the
percentages of learners in each
category.
2- Qualitative analysis of the
open-ended questions and

(n) = 100
evaluated
emails
including
128 queries
The entire
population
(N) = 260
evaluated
peer reviews

Data
analysis
through a
content
analysis

Number of
respondents
(n) = 55
learners
participated
into
the
open- survey

Open and
online
surveys
(Appendix
A)
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Study

Research Approach

Number of
items/
participants

Method

Number of
respondents
(n) = 83
learners
participated
into
the
open-survey

Open and
online
surveys

Number of
respondents
(n) = 55
learners
participated
in the open
survey

1- Open and
online
surveys

developing a strategic solution
and a set of suggestions based
on the learners’ reflections and
perception of the usefulness of
the functionalities of the
system.
Paper 4

A mixed method was applied:
qualitative and quantitative data
collection  led to:
1- Qualitative results from both
open-ended and closed-ended
questions, which reflected on
the learners’ perspectives,
attitudes, and requirements.

Paper 5

A mixed method was applied:
qualitative and quantitative data
collection through a survey and an
interview study  led to:
1- Qualitative
results
were
developed
from
the
quantitative
(closed-ended
questions) and qualitative
(open-ended questions) parts
of the survey study, which
reflected
learners’
perspectives,
requirements,
and attitudes.
2- A second qualitative result to
validate the findings from the
first method and collect
learners’ perspectives in their
own words to draw a
qualitative conclusion based
on the common findings from
both methods.
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Number of
interviewees
(maximum
variation)= 6

(Appendix
B)

(Appendix
C)

2- Interview
(Appendix
D)

In all five studies, the data were collected and analyzed between 2012 and
2015. However, some parts of the data could have been from theses which
were started before 2012. When the data were analyzed by means of
conceptual analysis, a second person checked and validated the results and the
findings. In most cases, the data were controlled and confirmed by the thesis
coordinator at DSV.

3.3 Data Collection Methods
3.3.1 Content Analysis of the Data
Content analysis, which has usually been considered in terms of conceptual
analysis, is performed in order to analyze and compare data and specify the
potential categories of events, and why, how and in which contexts they occur
(Randolph, 2007). In conceptual analysis, the chosen concept is examined and
analyzed according to certain criteria defined in advance. In line with the
explorative aim of the dissertation, the content of the learners’ emails to the
thesis support group at DSV were analyzed in order to find the categories of
the problems that learners encountered during the thesis process (Paper 1), in
line with Randolph (2007). The content analysis quantified the number of the
queries in each exhaustive category and identified the essential variables in
each category (Randolph, 2007).
In this paper (Paper 1), content analysis was used to scrutinize interaction
problems by reading and analyzing the core issues of the emails, dividing the
separate enquiries (if there were any), and allocating queries to the relevant
category. The six exhaustive and mutually exclusive categories were
iteratively developed according to Krippendorff (2004), depending on the
issues discussed in each email. When an email included more than one
enquiry, they were put into separate categories. The result of this paper and
the categories developed were validated by the result of Paper 3.
Moreover, in the second paper, content analysis was used to analyze the
quality of the peer interaction and categorize each peer review according to its
quality (Paper 2). Content analysis helped in analyzing the peer reviews on a
mass scale, as suggested by Lombard, Snyder-Duch, and Bracken (2002). It
was used to evaluate peers’ asynchronous interaction and discussions in the
peer portal in line with De Wever, Schellens, Valcke, and Van Keer (2006).
The categories developed in this paper indicated the quality of the learners’
peer reviews in the light of specific criteria that were developed for each
category. Content analysis was used in order to evaluate and compare learners’
performances and find the percentage of learners who provide high-quality
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reviews of their peers’ thesis manuscripts. A set of strategic suggestions was
developed to enhance the quality of the peer interaction. The result was used
as a base for Paper 5, which evaluated the users’ perspectives regarding the
usefulness of peer interaction.

3.3.2 Open-Ended Online Survey
Surveys (questionnaires) were used in order to ensure wide and inclusive
coverage within the learner population and to reduce the turnaround time, to
provide easy and immediate access to learners, and to evaluate the familiarity
of the respondents with the system (Denscombe, 2010). In line with the
dissertation’s evaluative aims and research questions, the questionnaires
included both closed- and open-ended questions to collect learners’
perceptions of the usefulness of the online structured information resources.
The closed-ended questions normally included four-/five-point ordinal rating
scales designed according to Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2007) and
Denscombe (2010). The open-ended questions were used in order to let
respondents write their opinions in their own words (Cohen et al., 2007).
The questionnaires were used for the data collection of Papers 3 and 4, and
part of Paper 5, which were distributed through the university emails. A list of
emails was available for the research population to allow the researcher to
target the relevant group of learners (Denscombe, 2014). In Papers 3 and 5,
the questionnaires were in two languages for different educational levels,
Swedish for the learners at the bachelor level and English for learners at the
master level. However, in Paper 4, the questionnaire was written in English
for both educational levels. The surveys were designed by Google and were
analyzed on the basis of the figures produced by Google for each closed-ended
question. In Paper 3, the result file was exported as an Excel file to import the
collected data into the SPSS for statistical and quantitative data analysis.
In all survey studies, the qualitative data from the open-ended questions were
analyzed by following the data analysis spiral (Creswell, 2007, 2012) in three
steps: coding data to pinpoint the issues and challenges; interpreting the codes
to classify the data into categories; and situating the categories in their context
in order to create a visualized account of the findings. The number of
participants in the open-ended questions was more than expected and many
learners formulated the issues and recommendations in detail and in most of
the cases in a descriptive way in more than a few sentences for each openended question. This is a positive sign that the involved learners were
motivated to take part in the study and help enhance the ICTSS by providing
feedback and describing their perspectives on requirements and suggestions.
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3.3.3 Interview Study and Connection of Papers
Interviews were used as purposeful conversations with a set of questions to
reveal learners’ personal opinions about problems and solutions (Kahn &
Cannell, 1957; Creswell, 2013). Interviewing was a tool to find the personal
thoughts, perceptions, feelings and individual perspectives in learners’ own
formulation, which could not be collected otherwise (Patton, 2002). The
interview method was used to explore the learners’ personal and individual
experiences and to reveal their insights (Seidman, 2012). At the end of the
interview, additional wrap-up or summary questions were posed (Creswell,
2013), as shown in Appendix D. In this dissertation, the interview was used to
provide opportunities for collecting learners’ perspectives in their own words
and in order to strengthen the results of studies (Papers 1 to 5).
The conducted interviews were one-to-one and semi-structured. The interview
questions (Appendix D) were based on the guidelines in Patton (2002, p. 342)
with questions regarding opinions and values (p. 350). In each theme, two to
four questions were used to guide the semi-structured interviews. The
questions relating to each theme offered the interviewees the opportunity to
express their personal perspectives in their own words (Patton, 2002) and talk
about any aspects that they would like to. In order to maintain the focus and
make the interview questions neutral but more systematic and comprehensive,
an interview guide was developed from Patton (2002, pp. 341-342). However,
when the interviewees gave the answers to a question before it was asked, then
the question was not asked. At the end of the interview, there was a wrap-up
or summarizing question, designed to obtain the general impression of the
learners about the system and the five themes of the interview.
The target groups were learners at DSV at bachelor and master level who used
the ICTSS in their thesis process and were in the last phases of their thesis
(just before finishing or had recently finished). Maximum variation sampling
was used in order to interview a diverse group of learners and identify
important common patterns in any group (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The
interview questions were tested by two master students, before the interviews
were conducted. The interview request was sent to twenty students through
the university emails. However, only six students volunteered to be
interviewed. The interviews were conducted in English, at DSV, between
January and February 2015. The interviews were based on the assumption that
all the interviewees knew about the system and the different themes of the
interview, and had used most of the functions of the system, which the
interview questions were about. The findings were presented and analyzed
qualitatively in a narrative summary based on narrative analysis (Miles &
Huberman, 1994; Patton, 2002).
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3.4 Research Ethics
“Research ethics is not an option - it is the fundamental feature of all good
research”.
Denscombe (2014, p.306)
In this sub-section the ethical principles considered in the studies in this
dissertation were described. These principles were discussed by many
research method guides (e.g., Denscombe, 2014). The scrutiny of the
following issues indented to ensure that no harm is caused by the investigation
(Denscombe, 2014). The following ethical principles were discussed in
different research guides (Denscombe, 2014).
Informed consent: in each study, informed consent was obtained at the
beginning of the data collection. The students participated in the studies
voluntarily and accepted the study conditions. The interviews were open and
the learners could refuse to answer the questions if they wished. A summary
of the informed consent of each study can be found in Appendices A to D.
Information provision: providing information for the participants is an
important issue which was considered in all the studies. In the survey and
interview studies, information about the purpose and structure of the studies
were provided for the participants at the beginning of the data collection.
Participation was completely voluntary and the participants were so informed.
Privacy of the respondents: learners’ anonymity and information
confidentiality. Anonymity: in the survey studies (Papers 3, 4, and 5), the data
collection was completely anonymous which means that no one, not even the
researcher, knew or could track who had made a specific response in a survey
and no private information was used or connected with any response. The
participants were informed about anonymity and asked to include their email
addresses only if they would like to participate in related studies in the future.
Confidentiality: in the first two papers (Papers 1 and 2) and the interview
studies, the informants’ confidentiality was considered and assured to protect
the their identity, which means that only the researcher could see the private
information (name, date of email, review, and the details of the problems), but
chose to present the results in such a way that the responses could not be traced
to any specific person. In a few cases, answers were removed from the study
when there was a risk of identifying the learners or supervisors. To put all
three studies in line with the confidentiality requirements, all personal
information was removed from the data. For content analysis of the emails and
peer reviews (Papers 1 and 2), the names of the learners were only used in
order to find out the number of the learners in each gender and all the other
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analyses were done totally anonymously after removal of names, dates, email
addresses, and supervisors’ information.
Benefits: in the interview study, the interviewees were offered light
refreshments. However, in the survey studies there was no compensation for
participation. At the beginning or at the end of each survey study or interview,
the researcher thanked the participants for their time and voluntary
contribution.
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4. Summary of the Studies (5 Papers and 2
Further Studies)

The main theme of this dissertation is the learners’ perspectives and hence the
five published papers were chosen to fulfill this theme. Considering the
learners’ perspectives is important in both enhancing learners’ education and
developing the ICTSS. Other perspectives (supervisors’, reviewers’, or
examiners’ perspectives) could have been covered. However, the author tried
to keep the focus on the learners’ perspectives, in order to avoid complications
and the risk of the study getting too broad and losing the goal of this
dissertation. In the following sub-sections, a short summary of each included
paper is presented in order to reflect the findings and a short description of
two further studies has also been included. The results of the two further
studies were used to strengthen the findings of this dissertation; however, the
entire papers are not included in this dissertation.

4.1 Paper 1
Aghaee (2013): a single-author journal article. This paper explored problems
that learners encountered during the thesis courses by analyzing issues in the
emails which were sent to the SciPro support group, called ThesisSupport. A
random sample of one hundred emails was analyzed with the help of content
analysis, in order to develop the categories which covered the discussed
issues. The chosen time interval was from January 1, 2012 to March 15, 2012,
as the learners used the second major pilot of SciPro in the thesis courses in
the spring of 2012. The result showed six categories of problems: 1) thesis
initiation, 2) info-mail, 3) technical issues, 4) exemption, 5) supervision, 6)
final seminar. Depending on the significance of the categories, two groups of
strategic suggestions were developed: 1) developing communications and 2)
developing instructions. These strategies were intended to support the thesis
process by the use of an ICTSS to facilitate different types of educational
interaction and reduce the problems, thus improving the thesis completion rate
and quality.
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4.2 Paper 2
Aghaee and Hansson (2013) (contribution 70%): a journal article with one coauthor. This paper describes an online peer review system, called Peer Portal,
designed to support peer interaction in the bachelor and master thesis process.
The peer review system was completely student-driven to facilitate peer
interaction without involvement of supervisors, and therefore saved the
latter’s time. The purpose of Peer Portal was to improve the quality of the
thesis manuscripts by providing opportunities for learners to review their
peers’ manuscripts and provide constructive feedback in the early phases of
the thesis, before getting to the final phase of the thesis process. It was initiated
in 2012 and in total 260 peer reviews were completed between January 1 and
May 15, 2012. The purpose of this paper was to analyze all peer reviews for
this period of time with the help of content analysis to consider and categorize
the quality of the peer reviews based on some developed criteria. The results
are categorized in four groups: 1) excellent, 2) good, 3) fragmented, and 4)
poor. Almost 40% of the students produced “Excellent or Good” peer reviews
and almost as many produced “Poor” peer reviews. The result shows that the
quality varies considerably. Explanations of these quality variations need
further study (as discussed further by Paper 5, Aghaee & Keller, in press).
However, alternative hypotheses followed by some strategic suggestions are
discussed in this paper (Paper 2). Finally, a way forward in terms of improving
peer reviews is outlined: 1) development of a peer wizard system, and 2) rating
of received peer reviews based on the quality categories created in this paper.
A Peer Portal version 2.0 is suggested, which may reduce the number of
fragmented and poor-quality peer reviews, but still keep the peer review
process student-driven to make the supervision time more efficient.

4.3 Paper 3
Aghaee et al. (2014) (70% contribution): a journal article with three coauthors. In this paper, the purpose was to investigate the interaction problems
that learners experienced during the thesis process and evaluate learners’
perspectives regarding the usefulness of the information resources of the ICT
support system. The target group was learners on the bachelor and master
degree courses with active thesis projects between November 2012 and
February 2013. The findings of this paper were divided into two phases; 1)
interaction problems in the thesis process, and 2) evaluation of learners’
perception of the usefulness of two inter-connected types of information
resources: text-/video-based information resources. In the second phase of the
findings, based on the learners’ perspectives, five categories of problems were
developed: 1) thesis initiation, 2) supervision, 3) technical issues, 4)
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exemption, and 5) final seminar. In the second phase, two types of information
resources were described to facilitate instruction and information access. The
first type of information resources (text-based resources) centered on the main
information required, such as grading criteria, description of thesis work and
thesis process, access to the students’ thesis support, and student FAQ. The
second type of information resources (video-based resources) were the
complementary resources, such as introduction to the thesis phases, method
courses, supervisors’ presentations, and how to use the ICTSS for the thesis
and other useful software and tools in the thesis process. The paper has two
co-related variables: learners’ perceived usefulness of the structured eresources and categorization of the number/percentages of learners who
perceived the structured information e-resources as useful. Regarding the first
variable, the results indicated that most students considered structured eresources as a useful part of producing a better quality thesis. Regarding the
second variable, three categories of structured resources were developed from
the learners’ perception of the usefulness of the e-resource (text-/video-based)
in each category. The results can be found in Figure 6.

4.4 Paper 4
Aghaee and Larsson (2014) (75% contribution): a Springer publication,
written with a co-author. Use of information and communication technologies
(ICT) in pedagogy and learning in higher education supports the concept of
technology enhanced learning (TEL) and mobile learning (m-learning).
Mobile devices and applications with educational purposes are part of
facilitating self-managed learning, accessing information, and offering more
possibilities of more convenient communications. However, developing and
using mobile applications in higher education to support courses is still a
developing concept, not widely known and frequently experienced by all
learners. The purpose of this paper was to evaluate learners’ perspectives
regarding the use of mobile applications in higher education, and learners’
perception of the usefulness of developing a specific mobile application to
support information access and communications in the thesis process. The
mobile application was considered in connection with the use of the SciPro
system in the thesis process in bachelor and master degree courses. The data
were collected through an online survey questionnaire, including both closedand open- ended questions. The questionnaire was sent to learners with active
thesis projects between January 1, 2012 and April 1, 2013, and responses were
requested between April 12 and 19, 2013. The findings of the paper indicated
that almost 95% of learners use mobile applications for higher education
purposes and believe in the usefulness of m-learning. Moreover, more than
70% of the respondents think that a SciPro mobile application will add value
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to the thesis process. According to the findings of the paper, even though using
a mobile application may not directly affect the speed and quality of the thesis,
it increases the mobility, availability, and flexibility of accessing information
and resources, which supports mobile learning in the thesis process.
Furthermore, mobile application facilitates communications by supporting
learners to get important notifications through their mobile devices instead of
emails.

4.5 Paper 5
Aghaee and Keller (in press): a journal article, written with one co-author. The
purpose was to describe the affordances of information and communication
technology-based support system (ICTSS) to facilitate peer interaction in the
bachelor and master thesis courses. Peer interaction had two interaction
phases. The first phase centered on the peer reviews on the incomplete thesis
manuscripts with formulated research questions and methods. The second
phase focused on opposition and active participation in the last phase of the
thesis process, and reviewing the completed thesis manuscript. The paper had
two dependent variables. The first dependent variable was students'
perspectives about the usefulness of peer interaction in the thesis process. The
second dependent variable was students' perspectives about influential factors
on the quality of peer interaction and failures of online technology-based peer
communication. The results of this paper indicated that most students
considered peer interaction as useful in producing a better quality thesis.
Moreover, the findings demonstrated six major factors related to the quality
and differences of peer interaction in the first and second phases. In
conclusion, the study developed a set of strategic suggestions from both
pedagogical and technical aspects to enhance the peer interaction in the thesis
process. Considering these suggestions makes the use of the ICTSS more
effective to enhance the quality of thesis learning outcomes.
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4.6 Interview Study (Expansion and Validation of
Paper 1 to 5)
A summary of the findings and analysis of this interview study is presented in
this dissertation in connection with the findings of Papers 1 to 5. The questions
of the interview included five main themes (Appendix D), which were mainly
based on the findings of Papers 1 to 4, with an additional focus on peer
interaction to develop the result of Paper 5. The result of the findings of each
paper discussed above was strengthened by the different themes of this
interview study. Figure 2 illustrates the connections between the studies
(Papers 1 to 5). The figure indicates that the findings of Paper 3 strengthened
the findings of Paper 1. The findings of Paper 5 strengthened the findings of
Paper 2. The figure also demonstrates the connections of Papers 1 to 5 with
the interview study. The interview study increased the credibility of the
findings of the five papers by interviewing learners in the last phase of their
thesis process and letting them evaluate the functionality of the ICTSS and the
structured e-resources.

Figure 2 Connection of the five studies with each other and with the interview study
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4.7 Thesis Completion Rate and Quality
Enhancement
In the light of the results of the thesis completion rate and the grades of the
completed theses registered in SciPro between 2010 and 2014, a statistical
study was conducted. The result of the study shows the improvement of the
thesis results over time with the ICTSS (SciPro) (Hansson, Karunaratne, &
Aghaee, under review). By connecting the result of this study with this
dissertation, the assumption that the use of the ICTSS in the thesis process can
positively affect the learners’ outcomes and satisfaction has been
strengthened. As shown by Hansson, Karunaratne and Aghaee (under review),
an ICTSS supports different types of interaction and can influence positively
the thesis completion rate and quality of the learning outcomes. This study
shows that using an ICTSS in the thesis process helps reduce the educational
interaction problems and increase the number of completed theses of higher
quality.
However, since the result of this study is not part of this dissertation and
only used as a reference, issues related to the data collection, methodologies,
and the use of data mining to analyze the result of the collected data are beyond
the scope of this dissertation and cannot be defended by the author.
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5. Findings and Analysis

“The value of an education in a liberal arts college is not the learning of many
facts, but the training of the mind to think something that cannot be learned
from textbooks.”
Albert Einstein, 1921 (Ratcliffe, 2011)

Educating learners means providing learning opportunities and supporting
them to achieve learning outcomes through a unified learning system
providing similar learning opportunities for all. Since thesis courses are in
many aspects similar to distance courses, there are similar opportunities and
challenges, which may be reduced by providing support through the use of
ICTSSs. As observed by Moore (1989), learner-content interaction determines
the characteristics of education and peer interaction determines collaborative
learning. This dissertation is about the opportunities that are provided by an
ICTSS to facilitate learners’ interaction, with a focus on learner-content,
learner-supervisor, and peer-to-peer interaction in the thesis process.
Moreover, the dissertation discussed how the use of the ICTSS may facilitate
the three additional types of interaction, supervision, supervisor team, and
content managements. Even though, the ICTSS can facilitate many aspects of
educational interaction, it is still a complementary information resource and
communication channel and not recommended as a replacement for individual
supervision of every thesis. The following sub-sections include the summary
and findings of the five papers of this dissertation.

5.1 Connection of the Studies and Description of the
Phases
Given the research problems and aim, the focus in this dissertation is on the
learners’ perspectives. Singhal et al. (2014) regard learners’ perspectives as
an important factor in the success of ICTSS integration in higher education.
The general approach of the dissertation is a case study connected to the
findings divided into four main phases (described below and shown in Figure
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3). These phases were developed in connection with the aim of the dissertation
and in order to answer the research questions. The collected data and the target
groups in different phases of this dissertation were connected to the used case
study and the evaluation of the perspectives of learners who used the ICTSS
for thesis courses at DSV.
In the first phase of this dissertation, learners’ problems in the thesis process
were considered through analysis of the problems that learners encountered
during the thesis courses (Paper 1 and Paper 3). The learners’ potential
requirements in the thesis process and a set of strategic suggestions regarding
the information and communication requirements were developed.
In the second phase, since the learners were already using SciPro, learners’
perception of the usefulness of some of its functionalities was evaluated. This
means that the focus was not on the evaluation of the functionalities of the
system, but rather on the evaluation of the learners’ perspectives regarding the
usefulness of those functionalities to support the learning process in the thesis
courses. However, this does not cover learners’ perspectives regarding all the
functionalities of the ICTSS but the support of the peer interaction (presented
in Papers 2, 3 and 5), learner-content interaction (presented in Papers 3 and
4), and using a mobile application (presented in Paper 4). In this phase, a set
of strategic suggestions have been developed in relation to each interaction
type, and how to enhance the communications and getting of notifications
through using a mobile application.
In the third phase, the results of all the studies were iteratively discussed and
the strategic suggestions were analyzed and further improved in order to
develop a conceptual framework (Section 6.2). The framework has been
iteratively developed, based on the literature reviews and models (discussed
in Section 2) in connection with the results of the studies and the strategic
suggestions.
In the final phase of the dissertation, phase 4, based on the developed
framework and the result of a longitudinal case study (*ref. will be added
when the paper is finalized*), the contribution of the dissertation was
formulated and developed. This phase concluded the research findings and
contributions to fulfill the research aim and objectives and answer the research
questions. As discussed above, there are four phases which cover the different
steps of this dissertation. Figure 3 illustrates the connections between the
phases and shows the papers in each phase. The description of each phase is
given in the following sub-sections.
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Figure 3. Visualization of the phases of the dissertation and their connections

5.2 Interaction Problems (Phase 1: Findings from
Papers 1 and 3)
At the very beginning, in order to investigate the problems and the most
important issues with which students needed help, an analysis of the emails,
sent to the thesis support group, was performed (Paper 1). The support group
of the thesis is called ThesisSupport, which supported learners by answering
their basic and general questions through emails. Learners asked questions
about general and specific problems during the thesis process. Hence, in study
1, 100 emails sent to the ThesisSupport were analyzed in order to investigate
the problems and find strategic suggestions to reduce these problems in the
thesis process. The emails were analyzed in 2012, when the very first version
of the system was under use of learners and supervisors. The following figure
(Figure 4) shows the result of the findings from this study, the six mutually
exclusive categories of the interaction problems in the thesis process (Paper
1: Aghaee, 2015:p.9).
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Figure 4. Categories of learners’ problems in the thesis process (result of Paper 1)

The findings of study 1 were confirmed by a survey (Paper 3), in order to
investigate learners’ perspectives about the problems that they encountered in
the thesis process and the potential solutions to these problems. The problems
mentioned by the respondents of the open-ended online questionnaire were
categorized into the following five categories, which are very close to the
findings in study 1. Table 4 shows the results of this study (Paper 3, Aghaee
et al., 2014, p.9).
Table 4. Summary of the findings and categories of problems in Paper 3
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The issues in the thesis process (discussed in Table 3) may have been
mentioned and observed by other researchers. However, no single study
covered all these interaction problems and suggested strategic solution about
how to reduce or iron out these problems. Following the findings of Paper 3,
an interview study was conducted to collect learners’ perspectives in their own
words to find out if there were any additional categories of interaction
problems. In the light of the discussion by Moore (1989) and Anderson (2008)
regarding the general types of interaction, and the results of Papers 1 and 3,
and the findings confirmed by the interview study, the three following main
categories of problems were developed in this dissertation.
Thesis initiation and supervision (learner-supervisor interaction). There
was a need to clarify roles, tasks, and responsibilities for the supervision
process. In many cases, learners were very unsatisfied with the supervisors
and the supervision process. There was a need for support, a better learnersupervisor communication channel than the university email, sight of
supervisors’ activities and feedback, and documented communications.
Learners needed better interaction with the supervisors and more supervision,
more specific research instruction and information, and guidelines. Learners
had to contact the supervisors to get the basic information and learn about how
to start the thesis. Those learners who got less supervision time missed out
some information and could never get enough basic instructions about the
thesis process, different thesis phases and the tasks that they had to do.
Lack of instruction and structured information resources (learnercontent interaction). Learners required instructions and more structured
information presented in small steps to learn how to develop their knowledge
and understanding about the thesis process, how to start the thesis, choosing a
topic and methodology, choice of methods, etc. Learners needed to know the
basic information, obligatory and optional tasks, and preliminary milestones
in each phase of the thesis. Moreover, learners required to learn how to assess
their own and their peers’ thesis manuscripts to get and provide feedback and
constructive comments to enhance the quality of their theses. Moreover,
learners required adequate appropriate instructions regarding how to use the
ICTSS and deal with the technical issues/problems. In addition, the
exceptional learners required accessing information covering exceptional
cases and supporting learners with special requirements. Lastly, there was a
need for learning about the final seminar and what to prepare and how to be
prepared.
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Peer interaction and final seminar (peer-to-peer learner-interaction).
Learners needed to understand the value of the peer interaction and be able to
practice it during the thesis process in order to support their peers and learn
from the process. There was a lack of motivation among learners to support
their peers. Learners required to learn how to register for a peer final seminar,
do the peer reviews by using the system, and communicate with their peers
without involvement of supervisors. There was a need for better interaction
among peers, since the thesis course is similar to a distance course and the
learners can become isolated. There was a need for understanding the
importance of peer interaction in different phases of the thesis, in order to help
learners to get the required knowledge and skills and be prepared for the final
peer opposition and learn how to provide the opposition report to support their
peers.
In addition, there was a lack of peer collaboration and peer learning in the
thesis process until the very last phase of the thesis process. Providing better
opportunities for learners’ peer interaction reduces the problems regarding the
peer review process and registering for peer’s final seminar, which is useful
for learners’ own thesis improvements as well. Learners may learn from their
peers’ thesis manuscripts while supporting one another to produce a better
quality thesis. The peer interaction helps learners to communicate with each
other and avoid being isolated or only dependent on their supervisors in order
to get feedback on their thesis manuscripts. Peer interaction enhances
collaborative learning among peers and facilitates learners’ cooperation, and
the quality of the thesis outcomes. In the final seminar, learners can benefit
from participating in peers’ final seminars to understand the process of the
thesis and learn from the peer interaction. There is a need for communication
channels, forums, and clear peer tasks to enhance the peer interaction in the
thesis process and the thesis final seminar.
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5.3 Evaluation of the Learners’ Perspectives (Phase
2: Findings from Papers 2, 3, 4, and 5, and the
Interview Study)
Based on the categories of problems (Paper 1 and 3), a set of strategic
suggestions were developed in phase 2. These suggestions are connected with
providing online structured information resources (Paper 3), enhancing and
facilitating different phases of peer interaction (Papers 2 and 5), and
developing a mobile application to provide notifications regarding
information updates and communications with peers or supervisors. The next
sub-sections include these issues based on the findings of the studies (Papers
2, 3, 4 and 5) to evaluate of the learners’ perspective and perceived usefulness
of the use of the ICTSS and different functions of the system. Based on these
findings and evaluation of the learners’ perspectives, Tables 5 and 6 show the
useful functions covered and not covered by the ICTSS (SciPro).

5.3.1 Instructions and Structured Information Resources
In the light of study 3 and the learners’ perspectives, developing learnercontent interaction can be a part of the solution and help to facilitate access to
the structured information resources and instructions in the thesis process.
Based on the learners’ perspectives, learners used the available instructions
and information resources in order to learn about the thesis phases and process
including the thesis initiation, structure of the thesis and how to choose
methodology, the tasks that should be done in different phases, the milestones
for internal task deadlines, how to learn about the tools and systems as well as
the processes, and use the structured resources such as grading criteria,
references and other important information. Hence, as regards the learner’s
perspectives and the interaction problems discussed above, the resources were
categorized and structured in Paper 3.
As mentioned previously (Section 4.6), the result of this study was mostly
confirmed by the interview study. The result of this study (Paper 3) was shown
to the interviewees to collect their individual perspectives. The interviewees
were asked to reflect on the usefulness of the resources in their thesis process.
The interviewees were also asked to reflect whether they agree with the
categories of these resources or if they believed that something had to be
modified (in Figure 3, in Aghaee et al., 2014, p.164). Most of the interviewees
agreed with almost all parts of this categorization. However, a few mentioned
that maybe FAQ has to be placed in “Basic resources” category rather than in
“Additional resources” category, since it has to be used by almost all learners.
Hence, as shown by Figure 5, Figure 3 in Paper 3 (Aghaee et al., 2014, p.164)
has been slightly modified.
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Moreover, given the result of study 3 and the findings of the interview study,
supporting learners to access the online structured information resources
through the ICTSS facilitates learners’ self-managed learning (autonomous
learning). The information resources such as grading criteria provide
opportunities for learners’ self-assessment and use of the criteria when
providing feedback for their peers. Grading criteria cover the important factors
and issues that learners need to know in order to achieve better thesis
outcomes and grades.
The three categories of the resources prioritize the text-/video-based
information resources in which learners at different levels and with different
requirements can access to them according to their needs. Hence, providing
the structured resources at different levels is useful in the thesis process and
can support learners to achieve better learning outcomes and grades. The
information resources regarding different types of peer interaction (discussed
in study 5) clarify the requirements and the potential benefits of supporting
peers, and facilitate understanding of the importance of the peer interaction to
do the tasks properly.

Figure 5. Categories of the structured resources (result of Paper 3)
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5.3.2 Peer Interaction
The ICTSS in education increases learners’ motivation to interact with and
support their peers. As noted in Paper 2 (Aghaee & Hansson, 2013), more
appropriate pedagogic discourse should draw on the familiar notion of peer
interaction from the world of research. This means that by supporting peer
interaction through the use of the ICTSS in the thesis process the learners are
more motivated to adopt collaborative learning and support their peers to
enhance the quality of the theses. As shown by Paper 5, the different types of
peer-to-peer interaction positively impact the learning process by enabling
learners to develop their communication skills and ability to provide feedback
and discuss the relevant issues with their peers. Moreover, learners can learn
from a peer’s manuscript with regard to structure and content.
Based on the result of the studies in Papers 2 and 5, apart from the traditional
classroom learning from the interaction with supervisors and peers, the online
inter-learner group or peer interaction is highly valued by most learners.
Figure 6 (from Paper 2, Figure 2 in Aghaee & Hansson, 2013, p.197) shows
that at least 40% of the learners provide excellent or good peer reviews in the
thesis process.

Figure 6. Major quality differences among the peer reviews (result of Paper 2)
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As discussed in Paper 2 and suggested focusing on some influential factors,
in Paper 5, the findings show that the quality of the peer interaction is
connected and depends on different factors and circumstances, shown in
Figure 7 (result of Paper 5). Hence, as a result of learners’ perception of
usefulness of the different types of peer interaction in the thesis process (result
of Papers 2 and 5, and the interview study), peer interaction is a way to
enhance the quality of the thesis and collaborative learning. Developing peer
interaction can be categorized as follows: peer reviews on the incomplete
thesis manuscripts in the middle phases of the thesis process; active
participation in peers’ final seminars to understand the process and support
fellow students; and providing possibilities for learners to be involved in the
discussions and give constructive comments and feedback by being an
opponent of another learner in their final thesis defense.

Figure 7. Influential factors on the quality of peer interaction (result of Paper 5)
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5.3.3 M-learning through Mobile Application
As discussed by Motiwalla (2007), m-learning connected with mobile
applications is useful to improve the learning environment by enabling
learners to control or filter the information flow and communication, improve
real-time interactivity and collaboration, and access the services, regardless of
time and location. Result of Paper 4 shows that although learners regularly
used mobile applications in their informal learning and private life, they did
not believe that a mobile application would directly affect thesis quality.
Learners mentioned that using a mobile application for large tasks such as
working on the thesis manuscript, downloading files, or updating documents
(attaching files) through mobile phones would not be a good idea or useful in
the thesis process. However, providing instant notifications through a mobile
application would be useful and was an interesting functionality for many
learners.
As discussed by Ally (2009) and Motiwalla (2007), the result of Paper 4 also
showed that m-learning would positively influence achieving the learning
outcomes. M-learning makes different types of interaction easier and faster in
the thesis process by enabling learners to get access to the information
(learner-content updates) and notifications regarding the issues related to peerto-peer and learner-supervisor interaction. A mobile application is required
which supports availability of the e-resources on mobile devices and provides
notifications about updated information, facilitates learner-content, peer-topeer, and learner-supervisor interaction in a more effective way (Figure 8).
The application would help to reduce the pending time for a specific update
or notification, which saves time for both learners and supervisors.

Figure 8. Usefulness of mobile application in the thesis process (result of Paper 4)
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5.4 Functionalities of the ICTSS (SciPro)
Given the findings of Papers 1 to 5 and the additional studies, the two
following tables (Table 5 and 6) were developed to indicate the available
functionalities and resources in SciPro and what is lacking. Table 5 was
developed with respect to the findings of the papers and the different types of
interaction (by Moore, 1989; Anderson, 2008). As a complement to Table 5,
Table 6 shows the required functions which are not currently part of the
system but based on the learners’ perspectives, they need to be.

Table 5. Overview of the functionalities and issues provided by current SciPro
Functionality/
Resource

Description

Learner-instructor interaction
Interaction
between learner
and supervisor/
co-supervisor(s)

To facilitate arranging meetings and providing oral and written
feedback throughout the entire thesis process (from thesis
initiation to the grading after the final seminar). The system
records the planned meetings, submissions (thesis manuscripts),
activities (communications through the forums), and
supervisions (provided guidelines and information resources),
which is very useful if the learner changes her/his supervisor.
It also registers all information (date, time, and place) regarding
the decided final seminar that the supervisor books for the
student.

Instructor-instructor interaction
Interaction
between
supervisor and
reviewer

The supervisor sends the rough draft and the final seminar
manuscripts in different phases of the thesis to the reviewer for
quality approval and feedback to send to the learner.

Examiner

Grading and reporting are done by the supervisory team
(including the main supervisor, co-supervisor(s), and reviewer).
If the team cannot agree about the thesis grade, then the final
thesis manuscript will be sent to the examiner to grade it.
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Functionality/
Resource

Description

Learner-content interaction
Textbased/videobased
information
resources and
instructions

The information resources, called ThesisInfo, covers
information and instructions: thesis instruction, thesis phases,
thesis process, templates, video resources, referencing and
scientific references, etc. (discussed in detail in Paper 3).

Grading criteria

A set of important criteria (Appendix E) as a general reference
for both learners and supervisors to focus on, in order to support
achieving the course outcomes and producing unified and
approved quality theses (referred to in Papers 2, 3, and 5).

Self-assessment

Checklists, including more specific criteria based on the grading
criteria with a set of related questions to each phase of the thesis:
Project plan, rough draft, result and discussion, a complete thesis
manuscript, final check based on the grading criteria.

Milestones

Preliminary assignment of deadlines for submission of the thesis
manuscripts to the supervisor and reviewer (through the
supervisor), and for the peer-to-peer interaction.

Learner-learner (peer-to-peer) interaction
Peer
review
through the peer
portal

Reviewing two other thesis manuscripts written by peers (not
necessarily the same person) aligned with the grading criteria, in
different phases of the thesis, e.g., project plan, rough draft,
result and discussion (discussed in detail in Papers 2 and 5)

Peer opposition
for the final
thesis
manuscript

Written opposition report aligned with the grading criteria to
provide constructive feedback and relevant questions. Sending
the opposition report before the final seminar, followed by an
oral presentation and discussion at the final seminar, whose date
and place are decided by the learner and supervisor.
The participants (thesis author, opponent, active participant)
have the possibility of online participation in the final seminar
through Skype or another video-conferencing tool (discussed in
detail in Paper 5).
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Functionality/
Resource

Description

Peer interaction
through active
participation in
other learners’
final seminar

Reading the thesis manuscript and providing constructive
feedback or relevant questions to enhance the quality of the final
thesis manuscript (discussed in detail in Paper 5).

Instructor-content interaction
General
information and
resources

Providing a set of basic and general information and resources
within supervisors’ specific area of research which can be useful
for all learners writing their thesis within that knowledge area.

Group Forum
for instructing
several students

Supervisors have the possibility of starting group forums to
instruct and leave information for all the learners that they place
in that group (e.g., all the learners they supervise in each
semester). This also enables learners to interact with other
members of the group to discuss the contents or resources that
supervisors have provided there.

Content-content interaction
Video-based
information
resources

Information about other contents, such as thesis instructions,
how to do clips that explain how to use the system’s
functionalities or other related tools in the theses, e.g., research
method tools.

The functionalities shown in Table 5 are part of the ICTSS (SciPro). As many
respondents mentioned, these are useful functions, which add value to the
learning process in thesis courses. However, as many of the respondents noted,
adding functionalities which are only used by a few learners makes the system
complicated and not focused on priority information and instructions in the
thesis process. Clarifying the tasks, e.g., what is obligatory and what is
optional, helps learners to prioritize the tasks correctly in order to fulfill the
aim of the course and achieve higher quality results. Moreover, from the
learners’ perspectives, there are other functions and resources requested to be
added to the ICTSS, which are defined in Table 6.
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Table 6. Overview of the functionalities and issues not provided by current SciPro
Additional
requirements

Description

Synchronous
communication:
chat function
among peer
learners

SciPro facilitates learners and supervisors to manually add their
Skype ID into their SciPro account. However, possibility of
being available for chat synchronously with fellow students was
a requirement. The learners wished to have the possibility of the
option of being visible or invisible to their fellow students and
have a chat function in the system, as in Facebook, to have the
possibility of synchronous interaction with peers.

Asynchronous
communication:
student forums
with peers

Possibility of asynchronous communication with peers in order
to ask questions. This functionality motivates learners to
communicate with their peers with less or no supervisor
involvement. The learners wished to have the possibility of
asking questions anonymously when they had sensitive issues to
discuss.

Mobile
application

The learners wished to have the possibility of having the
possibility of getting notifications, updates, general information,
and simple communications through a mobile application.

Structure
information
resources and
instruction

Lack of information categorization in ThesisInfo made finding
required resources complicated for learners at different
educational levels and in different phases of the thesis process.
Structuring the resources based on the three categories
suggested by the result of Paper 3 facilitates finding required
resources easier and faster.

Clarifying the
tasks

Learners need to know about the importance of each task. They
also required to know which tasks are obligatory and what is
required to fulfill the tasks. The same applies to the supervisors,
who need to clarify their roles and responsibilities in the thesis
courses.

Short
instructional
videos

Over-long videos may get boring to watch and follow. Learners
wished to access short videos to describe the process of doing
important tasks, e.g., peer review or opposition. The videos are
required to be easy to understand and remember, to enable
learners to refer back to the issues in the videos.
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6. Discussion and Development of the
Conceptual Framework

Adapting the ICTSS makes the process more unified and leaves less work to
be done at the end. The ICTSS supports the thesis process, making it a more
agile method to learn and getting feedback in smaller iterations instead of the
traditional waterfall process. This offers opportunities to avoid
providing/getting all feedback and comments from peers and the supervisor
team at the end of the theses. This means that by developing and adapting
online supports through an ICTSS, learners get the opportunity to learn in
smaller steps and get feedback more frequently, before it is too late for
fundamental changes, rethinking the methodology, analysis of data, and
drawing conclusions. This enables users to go back to the previous steps and
have the possibility of modifying errors, filling in the gaps, or enhancing the
quality of the thesis manuscripts in smaller steps (thesis phases). Users can get
feedback from the different types of interaction and have the chance of getting
another perspective on their thesis manuscript from their own and their
supervisor’s. This means that the system enables learners to interact with their
peers and the supervisor team (co-supervisors, reviewers, and the examiner)
in order to know if there is a need for major or minor changes in different
phases of the thesis.
The main purpose is to facilitate different types of interaction in the thesis
process to facilitate getting feedback for improvements before submission of
the last version of thesis manuscripts. With this system, learners have a set of
milestones, enabling self-assessment through the provided structured
resources. The system also facilitates getting feedback on the incomplete
thesis manuscripts from different perspectives: thesis supervisor(s), peers,
reviewer(s), and thesis examiner. However, in some cases, reviewers still
provide comments after the thesis final seminar, which mainly influences the
final grade of the thesis rather than the quality of it. There are also some
problems regarding the use of the system and benefiting from it in the thesis
process which are mainly owed to lack of competences or proper
understanding of the system by some learners, supervisors, reviewers, or
complicated use of the system or finding e-resources.
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6.1 Connection with Instructional Principles
In the light of the theories discussed in Table 2 (Section 2.1) and the findings
in this dissertation, the following descriptions have been developed in
connection with the common instructional principles in the learning theories,
specifically in the thesis process. Many of these issues were discussed by
Moore (1993, pp.28-29) and Schunk (2012, p.19). The following phases show
the process of developing the findings in this dissertation.
Learners’ progress through stages/phases
There are five different thesis phases at DSV (shown by Figure 2 in Paper 5,
Aghaee & Keller, in press), which are known as the thesis process (from start
to finish). These phases help the learners to know where they are in the thesis
process, refer to relevant online instructions, guidelines, and e-resources
related to each specific thesis phase, and get peer feedback as well as feedback
from the supervisor team. The phases help the learners to get a view on where
they are, what they have passed and what is left in the thesis process. In some
of the phases, there are self-assessment criteria and opportunities,
recommended peer interaction, and the possibility of uploading thesis
manuscripts to get help from peers. The visibility of the learners’ progress is
part of the aim of dividing the thesis process into the different phases and
allowing learners to do the self-assessment, peer assessment, and check which
milestones they have passed, and the next step in the process.
Division of the tasks into different phases and an iterative system for
developing the quality of the thesis manuscripts makes the process more
efficient and enables learners to plan their next step. The learners advance by
going forward through the phases, which means they produce better thesis
manuscripts, higher quality peer interaction, and improve their
communication skills, which makes them ready for the final thesis phase.
Facilitating development of the thesis in smaller phases and steps means
moving from a waterfall method (traditional thesis process) to an agile method
to provide a possibility of enhancing the thesis in smaller steps, with the use
of smaller phases, milestones, self-assessment and peer assessment with the
use of the grading criteria, and reviewer approval to confirm that the thesis is
on the right track.
Material organized and presented in small steps
In the light of the theories and the learner perspectives in this study, it is
important that learners have access to a set of classified and categorized
structured resources in the thesis process. Structured resources were
categorized into smaller categories based on the learners’ requirements and
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perceived usefulness of the functionalities, in order to make learners more
motivated to use them when they need them at different levels. For instance,
basic information should be easier to find and specific resources should only
be available to the specific group of learners, who would like to use them. The
model developed in Paper 3 discussed the importance of organizing eresources in different steps and how to categorize and structure the required
resources in order to reduce learner-content interaction problems and enhance
self-managed learning in the thesis process. Categorizing material enables
learners to refer to the e-resources depending on their needs and gives them
the opportunity to get the material into a meaningful context within their
special subject. The result of Paper 3 and the usefulness of categorizing eresources into three levels or stages was confirmed by the interviewees, who
were another group of learners in the next generation using the ICTSS.
Learners believed organized and structured e-resources in different steps
would have been useful and motivated learners to use the resources more
frequently and remember them when they needed them.
Learners’ requirement of practice, feedback, and review
As discussed in Papers 2 and 5, interaction, which refers to the practice of
interacting with learning materials and communicating with both peers and
supervisors, is a significant part of the learning process. In this dissertation,
an important focus is on the practice of interaction such as communicating
with peers in different thesis phases in order to provide and receive feedback
and reviews. The agile method of providing peer feedback based on a specific
set of criteria supports the learning process and provides more possibilities of
enhancing thesis quality rather than the traditional waterfall process, in which
learners had to submit the final manuscript and peer comments were given
only once at the end of the thesis.
Another important part of the ICTSS, which is not discussed in detail in this
dissertation, is to practice and communicate with the supervisors to get
feedback and comments during the thesis process and on the incomplete
manuscripts. Different types of interaction support thesis quality enhancement
and learners’ motivations to learn more and achieve better outcomes.
Feedback and supervisors’ comments are usually the main way of providing
guidelines in the thesis process. Hence, as discussed in Hrastinski (2006) and
Pargman et al. (2013), the availability of forums and synchronous interaction
enables learners to participate more actively in online group work and online
learning. Availability of forums for online or distance learner-supervisor
communications helps learners to get more frequent feedback and have the
possibility of asking questions in the writing process instead of making an
appointment to meet the supervisor to ask questions. The ICTSS also
facilitates archiving of all the previous online written communications and
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feedback, so that learners and supervisors have the possibility of referring
back to a specific issue.
Motivational and contextual factors influence learning
In this dissertation, the results of the studies show that learners believe in the
usefulness of an ICTSS in the thesis process, which affects their motivation to
use the system. There might be motivation for the thesis initiation; however,
maintaining the motivation during the entire thesis process is important in
order to finish the thesis and achieve a good quality thesis outcome. Hence, in
this dissertation the author argues that developing an ICTSS based on learners’
perspectives and requirements has the potential of increasing learners’
motivation, supporting the thesis process, and facilitating the different types
of interaction to enable learners to achieve higher quality thesis outcomes.
Considering the three other principles discussed above, learners’ progress
through stages/phases, organized and presented material in small steps, and
fulfillment of learners’ requirement of practice, feedback, and review are some
of the motivational and contextual factors influencing the learning process.
The three other principles, using structured resources, educating learners to
use peer interaction, and developing communication skills, have great
potential for increasing the motivation of learners to communicate and learn.
Biggs and Tang (2011) suggest that both motivation for initiation and
maintaining engagement during learning are important factors in the learning
process. Motivation is the key that can affect the thesis initiation as well as the
entire process of the thesis.
As discussed in Paper 5, different motivational and contextual factors affect
learners’ learning process and production of good-quality thesis manuscripts,
as well as supporting peers and providing good peer interaction (peer reviews
and opposition reports). In Paper 5, the factors which impact peer interaction
are interconnected, one of which is motivation. Motivation is connected with
understanding the process and why learners should go through this process.
Learners must understand the importance of doing tasks of good quality in
order to become motivated to fulfill the requirements. It is also important that
the use of the ICTSS is simple and efficient, in order to motivate learners to
benefit from it.
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6.2 Developing the Conceptual Framework (Phase 3)
The conceptual framework (Smyth, 2004) is a structured description of the
ideas and principles, which is used as a useful tool to scaffold the research.
This means that a framework is formed as part of the research agenda to
scrutinize the results and discussions, and facilitates use of subsequent
findings as a starting point for reflection on the research and its context
(Smyth, 2004). The conceptual framework was defined here as a tentative
theory to form the design, and develop the goal, research questions, methods,
and potential internal validity of the study, and to justify the findings of the
research (Maxwell, 2012). Further, this conceptual framework was based on
Maxwell (2012, p.44) for an actual research study based on four main sources:
1) existing research and theory, 2) researcher’s experiential knowledge, 3)
researcher’s pilot and exploratory research, 4) thought experiments.
The conceptual framework (shown in Figure 9) was based on the three main
types of interaction (Moore, 1989), the model by Anderson (2008), and the
common instructional principles of Schunk (2012), besides inspiration drawn
from other references connected to the empirical findings in Papers 1 to 5.
However, none of the studies covered all the elements of this framework and
this framework was iteratively developed from the findings of the papers
included in this dissertation. The framework depicts how an ICTSS can be
used as an umbrella to cover and facilitate different types of interaction, and
self-managed and collaborative learning, in order to reduce interaction
problems and enhance the learning outcomes in the thesis courses. More
specifically, the framework illustrates the importance of the five types of
interaction besides the importance of supervision in the thesis process. The
framework covers the main issues in Tables 5 and 6.
In Section 6.3, a detailed description of each element illustrated in the
framework is discussed and related to the interaction problems to show how
the use of an ICTSS can facilitate different types of educational interaction to
enhance the learning outcomes in the thesis process.
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Figure 9. Conceptual framework developed based on theories and empirical findings,
as an overview of different types of educational interaction, which can be facilitated
and supported by ICTSSs (as an umbrella), in the thesis process.
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6.3 Main Contributions (Phase 4)
The elements included in this framework describe how an ICTSS can be used
as an umbrella to facilitate self-managed interaction by supporting learners’
access to the required content, enabling collaborative learning among peers,
and getting better supervision from a supervisory team to enhance learning
process and thesis quality. This framework was developed as a package of
requirements based on learners’ interaction problems in the thesis process and
the perceived usefulness of the functionalities to reduce these interaction
problems. All these elements together facilitate the thesis process and support
learners to finish their thesis with higher quality outcomes.
Based on the first research question, the findings of the studies led to three
main interaction problems in the thesis process, which are also affected by the
lack of three additional types of interaction, supervision, supervisory team,
and available contents.
1) Lack of structured information resources or learner-content interaction.
Lack of unified access to the basic information and dependence of
learners on supervisors for basic information and resources was an
important issue, requiring a system to cover a set of structured resources,
equally available to all learners. There was a need for a unified system to
clarify the basic information and instructions for learners regarding the
thesis phases and important steps (from initiation to the end). This means
learners required access to a set of structured information resources and
instructions, including the grading criteria, milestones, information
regarding the thesis initiation, thesis process, tasks, and responsibilities.
Moreover, they needed more specific information about the use of the
ICTSS in the thesis process, how to use the supporting tools, how to
handle the peer interaction or communication with supervisors, and other
similar content-based guideline requirements.
2) Lack of peer interaction, communication skills, understanding the
importance of supporting peers and collaborative learning among peers
was another issue in the thesis process. There was a need for systematic
peer interaction among learners with less involvement of supervisors.
Learners needed support to learn collaborative learning and how peer
interaction can positively impact the quality of their thesis manuscripts.
There was a need for other perspectives on thesis manuscripts, both early
in the thesis process and in the final phase. Peer interaction was poor and
not many of the learners were motivated to support their peers to enhance
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their thesis manuscripts. More structured peer interaction and obvious
tasks were required by the learners in order to foster motivation for peer
interaction and collaborative learning in the thesis process.
3) Lack of supervision and supervisors’ support for learners. There was a
lack of supervision, which in many cases meant the supervisor was not
available when the learners needed support or they did not have enough
knowledge within a specific area of research. Learners required more
guidelines and support in order to choose their thesis topics, research
area, methodology, how to proceed with the thesis, and how to fulfill the
thesis requirements. A structured set of grading criteria was needed by
the learners to understand the grading process and their achieved grade
at the end of the course, since supervisors had different grading criteria.
Based on the second research question and the conceptual framework (shown
in Figure 9), the findings of the studies led to the development of an ICTSS
with a set of useful functionalities and information resources as the solution
to the interaction problems.
1)

The ICTSS provides a set of structured resources (learner-contents) and
instructions which supports learners’ self-managed learning and access
to the required information with less dependence on their supervisors.
The ICTSS provides similar opportunities for all learners to have access
to the basic information in a unified system. Providing contents and
facilitating learner-content interaction reduces the need for learnersupervisor interaction to gain the basic information and instructions,
which helps save supervisors’ time and uses the supervision times more
efficiently on a more specific issue.
The structured resources were categorized on three different levels: basic
or general information, additional information, and specific information
resources, depending on the importance and usefulness of each item in
the thesis process. The basic online resources proved to be required and
useful for almost all learners, additional online resources were useful for
the majority of the learners, and the special online resources fulfilled the
need of the learners (exceptions) with special requirements.
Grading criteria (Appendix E) are an important element of the system,
and belong to the basic category of structured resources. These criteria
are needed in order to clarify the basis of grading by the supervisory team,
to be used for more structured peer interaction, and in order to facilitate
learners to do a self-assessment of their own thesis manuscripts.
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Moreover, providing content and instructions supports peer interaction
by clarifying the tasks, requirements, and the importance of peer
interaction. In addition, the thesis support group guides learners to find
the right information from online resources, or to contact the right person
if they cannot manage situations on their own or with their supervisor(s).
2)
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Facilitating peer interaction and collaborative learning, which provides
opportunities for learners to learn from one another, develop their
interaction skills, and be able to provide support for their peers in the
thesis process. The first interaction centers on the peer reviews in earlier
phases of the thesis, to provide comments on the peers’ incomplete thesis
manuscript. The second peer interaction focuses on enabling learners to
provide feedback for peers’ completed thesis manuscript as an opponent
in the final seminar. The third interaction is active participation in peers’
final seminar to provide oral questions and comments. The synchronous
peer forum or synchronous communication channels, also mentioned by
the interviewees in this dissertation, was a requirement in SciPro to
enhance learners’ active participation and enhance the learning outcomes
in the distance learning process (Hrastinski, 2006), as in the thesis
process. Moreover, Hrastinski (2008) notes that providing possibilities of
synchronous peer communication induces arousal and motivation as well
as increased convergence on meaning, especially in small groups.
The peer reviews enable learners to get feedback from their peers early
in the thesis process and be able to rethink the fundamental issues, to be
able to develop their thesis manuscripts from the early stages via an agile
method rather than the traditional waterfall method. In addition, the peer
reviews make the learners o develop their communication skills and
understand the importance of the peer interaction to be prepared for the
final opposition. The peer opposition is on a larger scale and provides
feedback on the thesis work in the final seminar, which includes a written
opposition report and synchronous discussions with the author of the
thesis. Active participation also takes place in the final seminar, which
enables learners to register and attend to the other learners’ final seminar
and provide them with oral comments and questions, which is instructive
for both thesis authors and the active participants.
However, there are influential factors in the thesis process which may
affect the quality of the peer interaction outcomes. These factors need to
be considered when peer interaction is developed as part of the thesis
quality enhancement.

3) Supporting learner-supervisor interaction helps learners to contact their
supervisors when they need support. This includes getting feedback from
the supervisor team, provides the possibility of communicating through
closed forums, and enables supervisors to book the meeting and the final
seminar for the learners through the ICTSS. Facilitating this type of
interaction makes the process more visible by registering the
manuscripts, comments, thesis progress and learners’ current position in
the thesis process. This provides opportunities to document the tasks that
have been done, offers control of communication and supervision, and
develops a better learner-supervisor information transfer. This hence
enhances the quality of the supervision by providing a more structured
supervision process and letting learners know about the thesis phases and
milestones.
4)

Supporting the supervisor team facilitates interaction between the
supervisor and the co-supervisors, reviewer, and examiner, which makes
the communication and updates easier and more efficient and enhances
the supervision process. The role of the reviewer is to approve the thesis
manuscripts in two phases, and the support supervisor decides the final
grade of the thesis. However, if agreement cannot be reached, the
supervisor can contact the examiner to solve the situation to decide about
the final grades of theses.

5)

Thesis material (Content), including mobile application as a part for
mobile information and notification: as a potential part of the system,
mobile-learning is a developing concept to support the thesis material
(content). The thesis material covers any kind of general information or
required materials, besides the main concept of mobile learning through
the help of the mobile application. Mobile application is very popular
among the new generation of learners. It needs to be part of the ICTSS to
enable flexible learning and simplify communications through a mobile
application on mobile devices. The mobile application provides the
possibility of accessing contents and structured resources wherever and
whenever through mobile devices. The mobile application also facilitates
receiving notifications, such as approval of the thesis by the supervisor,
peer reviews, and final seminars. However, the application is not
recommended for managing main tasks such as uploading or
downloading files or providing peer interaction.
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The result of Paper 1 was strengthened by the result of Paper 3 and the findings
and result of the interview study. The result of Paper 2 was strengthened by
the result of Paper 5 and the interview study. The result of Paper 4 was
strengthened by the result of the interview study, and the interview study was
part of Paper 5 to strengthen the result of the survey in the same study.
Moreover, the results of all Papers (1 to 5), and the interview study, which
indicated the evaluation of the learners’ perspectives regarding the usefulness
of an ICTSS in the thesis process, were affirmed by the final evaluation study
(Hansson, et al., under review). The evaluation study shows how an ICTSS
can be an important factor in enhancing the thesis completion rate and the
quality of the thesis outcomes. Hence, the entire process of the connections
and affirmations increases the internal validity of this dissertation.
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6.4 Methodological Discussion
In this section, the reliability, validity and transferability of the findings
followed by a discussion about the limitations of this dissertation is reflected.

6.4.1 Reliability, Validity and Transferability
According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), there is no generalizability but only
transferability of the findings from one study and context to another. Studies
do not necessarily have to be generalizable, as the lack of a general conclusion
does not detract from the value of the study (Gomm, Hammersley, & Foster,
2000). It is also important to know about fitness, which refers to the
comparability of different contexts, and how the finding in one context can
match another one (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). According to Humphrey and Lee
(2004), in case study research, instead of generalizability, it is better to think
about procedural reliability, contextual validity, and transferability. Hence,
these issues are discussed in this section.
To ascertain the reliability and validity of each study, a number of issues were
taken into consideration. To increase the reliability of the content analysis in
the first two studies (Papers 1 and 2), two independent researchers analyzed
the data. The categories in each study were developed by discussing and
considering the aspects developed by the researchers. The differences between
the analyzed results were discussed, and in most cases a unified result was
reached. However, when the researchers did not agree on a unified result,
either the result was removed from the study or a third person was invited to
assess the result. A set of criteria were developed by the researchers to be used
for the data analysis and the assessment of the data to increase the reliability
of the findings.
To increase the reliability of the survey questionnaires (Papers 3, 4, and 5),
descriptive statistics of quantitative data from closed-ended questions were
reported for the questionnaire items. To evaluate associations between certain
variables in Papers 3 and 5, quantitative data were analyzed using SPSS to
calculate Pearson’s 𝜒2 test for independence and correlations. However, this
was not done in the same way in Paper 4, where the findings were mainly
analyzed manually, since the answers of the closed-ended questions were
tightly bound to the open-ended questions in each section. In this Paper (Paper
4), the questions were based on the criteria set by Cohen et al. (2007) in
addition to providing motivation boxes as complementary data collection
techniques for eliciting detailed information, social objections and further
suggestions.
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To increase the reliability of the interviews, the interview questions were
based on the interview guide devised by Patton (2002, pp.341-342). The
interview questions were confirmed by two lecturers at the department and
two pilot interviews were conducted before the full interviews. Moreover,
the same interview guide and coding scheme were used for all the
interviews.
To ensure the construct validity of the survey and interview studies, the
questions were based on Cohen et al. (2007) and Patton (2002), and in each
study the questions were checked and confirmed by at least two docents, and
a pilot study was conducted. As the questions of the survey and interviews
were tested by experienced academic researchers, it was presumed that their
construct validity would be sufficient. Moreover, in the survey questionnaires,
the motivation boxes were complementary data collection techniques for
eliciting learners’ detailed reflections, social objections, and further
suggestions, which increased the validity of the results from the closed-ended
questions. In many cases, in the motivation boxes, learners voluntarily added
comments on the reasoning behind the chosen options or when disagreements
took place.
Internal validity ensures that the findings of the studies make sense and
reflects the reality in line with the aim of the study and whether the findings
of the studies are transferable to another research setting. To provide internal
validity, the respondents chosen genuinely represented learners using the
ICTSS in their thesis courses at a department of computer and systems
sciences. The sampling of the interview study was maximum variation from
the learners who were in the last phase of the thesis process, in order to involve
diverse groups of learners and identify important common patterns, as
suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994). In the survey studies (Papers 3, 4,
and 5), the questionnaires were sent to all learners with active thesis projects
within a specific time interval. Learners were invited to participate in the same
way, through the university email and the participation was completely
voluntary. In Paper 1, a sample random of maximum variation, in which all
the learners sent an email to the Thesissupport, was chosen in order to provide
an equal chance of each email being chosen and analyzed. In study 2, the
whole population comprised the sample and the peer reviews within the
specified time interval were analyzed and considered equally.
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6.4.2 Limitations
The investigation was mainly carried out at DSV, which is a Computer and
Systems Sciences campus at Stockholm University. The studies were done
internally and the respondents were from the department. In the department,
the level of English is satisfactory; however, there is always a risk of missing
concepts, because English is a second language. When the responses were in
Swedish, the respondents’ native language, the researcher was not a native
Swedish speaker, and again the same risk should be considered.
In each study, the number of respondents could have been larger to increase
credibility. The low response rate exposes the results of the studies to nonresponse bias through refusal (Denscombe, 2014). Moreover, in the interview
study, there were four additional interviewees who were not satisfied with the
supervision process and their supervisors, and their reflections were strongly
negative. Hence, the interviews were not used because of ethical issues (being
able to identify or track the learner or the supervisor), and in two cases the
interviewees did not even agree to be part of the studies.
The results of the studies in this dissertation cover some phenomena which
may have been very computer- or ICT-oriented, and general educational
purposes for theses within non-technical fields might have been lost. This
means that the usefulness of the ICTSS may not be transferable to scientific
fields where learners are unfamiliar with the use of ICT in higher education.
However, in the age of online technology, it seldom happens that the learners
do not have the knowledge and motivation to use ICT to enhance the quality
of their education. A study by Colombage (under writing process) shows that
the use of ICTSS in the thesis process can be applied in different countries,
and especially within computer and systems sciences. Most of the findings
have been filtered through the lens of the coordinator of the thesis courses
or/and the Thesissupport group. Hence, they may be transferable in similar
situations in different contexts. However, as mentioned before, in different
situations, the process, findings, and results may be interpreted differently
from a non-technical perspective, or with another culture of using online
technology in education.
Credibility was the counterpart to internal validity, in order to represent the
alignment between the collected data and the conclusions drawn. All the
studies were carried out at a technical or ICT-savvy department, where in most
cases the data collection was online and technology-based by the use of the
Internet. Participation in all studies was totally optional. However, the
frequent users of the system, who were more positive about and interested in
using it, may have had greater possibilities of participating in the online survey
and the interview studies.
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7. Concluding Remarks

The more we give and help others, the more we get back from the eco of life!
“As we work to create light for others, we naturally light our own way.”
Mary Anne Radmacher
Different types of educational interaction are important in order to support the
learning process, especially in distance courses (Moore, 1989; Anderson,
2008). Since thesis courses at the bachelor and master levels in higher
education are in many respects similar to distance courses, this proposition
was confirmed in the thesis process by the findings of the case study in this
dissertation and shown by the conceptual framework in Figure 9. As noted by
Iivari and Ervasti (1994), with ICTSSs, interaction in education takes place in
a more convenient way, and otherwise, it could be less efficient and effective.
The interaction problems and the usefulness of an ICTSS in the thesis process
must be considered as an important issue in the thesis courses. The study
results demonstrate the usefulness of the ICTSS in the thesis process and as
an important part of thesis quality enhancement and thesis completion rate.
Particularly, this dissertation delineated what elements an ICTSS must include
to support learners’ requirements and needs in the thesis process, in order to
make the use of the ICTSS more effective in the thesis courses.
The notion of using ICTSS as a complementary support to supervision seems
to be generally acknowledged and appreciated among learners. Developing an
ICTSS supports managing contents, supervision, and interaction of the
supervisor team, besides facilitating the learner-content, learner-supervisor,
and learner-learner (peer-to-peer) interaction. The usability and the usefulness
of the functionalities and information resources of the ICTSS were approved
and valued by learners on different educational levels. These functionalities
of the ICTSS include providing online access to the structured e-resources
with an additional mobile application, as well as facilitating synchronous and
asynchronous communications and planning face-to-face meetings and
seminars, in a more efficient and effective way in the thesis courses. The
ICTSS saves time of both learners and supervisors and documents the thesis
process and the tasks in different phases.
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The ICTSSS provides further learning opportunities by enabling learners to
get feedback from their peers and supervisors in the early stage of the thesis
as well as in the final phases of the thesis process. Facilitating peer interaction
through the use of ICTSS provides collaborative learning opportunities as well
as improving learners’ communication skills and critical thinking.
Supporting different types of interaction is important to enhance learners’
motivation and self-managed learning, which positively impact the quality of
the learning outcomes and the number of completed theses in higher
education. Hence, it is important for all institutions, challenged by a high
number of thesis dropouts or low thesis completion within the stipulated time
and unsatisfactory thesis quality, to consider the interaction problems and
ICT-based strategic solutions in the thesis courses.
In this dissertation, the most important issue for the author was to find a way
to provide learning opportunities for all learners as fairly and equally as
possible. It is always dramatic to see that the learning outcomes of the learners
depends on the knowledge and time allocation of the supervisors. In the
interview study, two interviewees (who refused to allow their reflections to be
used in the studies and this dissertation) whimpered and whined regarding the
unfairness of the system and the thesis situations they had experienced. Two
others were so sad and depressed about the situation they had experienced
themselves and/or had seen in the thesis process.
Providing access to structured e-resources such as grading criteria,
information resources, responsibilities, rights and regulations, besides
facilitating educational interaction (synchronous or asynchronous) among
peers enables all learners to have a more similar opportunity of learning in the
educational communities and get more support from each other and the
supervisor team. It is important to consider learners’ perspectives, interaction
problems, and learners’ perceived usefulness of an ICTSS in the thesis
process, even though it may not always be in favor of all supervisors.
Appropriate ICTSSs may have dramatically positive influences on the thesis
courses and consequently the educational system. Fair and similar opportunity
of learning in the educational communities and providing enough supports for
specific courses, positively impact the quality of the learning outcomes and
learners’ motivation.
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7.1 Recommendations
Applying an appropriate ICTSS is helpful to improve the thesis process and
enhance the quality of completed theses. At each institution, investigation of
the problems in order to find the reasons for thesis attrition and low quality of
the completed thesis within the stipulated time should be part of the
educational research and quality enhancement of the thesis courses. It is
recommended that interaction problems are investigated from the learners’
perspectives, as they are the stakeholders most affected in the educational
system. Developing a system in line with learners’ requirements is
recommended in order to facilitate learning opportunities and enhance
learners’ motivation.
A main finding of this dissertation, and a most important one, is that
facilitating peer interaction, providing grading criteria for the assessment of
peers’ thesis manuscripts and learners’ self-assessment, specification of the
tasks and the thesis process and instructions, and providing m-learning
through a mobile application were appreciated by the learners. These actions
are recommended to provide further learning opportunities in the thesis
process and positively affect the number of thesis completions of higher
quality. The use of an ICTSS is recommended since a well-structured ICTSS
supports the learning process and reduces learners’ confusion regarding the
different phases, tasks, responsibilities, and expectations, provides further
interaction, and gives additional support for learning, rather than providing
only a single supervisor during the entire thesis process.

7.2 Future Research
From the empirical findings of the dissertation, three main interaction issues
were identified. Each of these issues could serve as a theme for further
research on strategic solutions other than the ones discussed in this
dissertation.
To plan similar research with a different target group and evaluate
perspectives of the supervisor team (supervisor, co-supervisor, examiner, and
reviewer).
To create a complete framework in order to reduce the interaction problems
and support thesis courses, other influential factors influencing the increment
of the thesis completion rate and quality deserve to be explored.
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Appendices

Appendix
A:
Open-ended
online
survey
(questionnaire) regarding the structured resources
(Paper 3)
Informed consent was obtained at the beginning of the survey questionnaire,
and partially in the email sent to the learners:
“In the last few years the Department of Computer and System Sciences has
progressively developed processes and resources for students who are writing
their theses. This questionnaire is intended to gather students' experiences and
wishes regarding the thesis writing process in order to continue to develop
and improve theses written in the department. All respondents will be totally
anonymous, even if you include your contact information at the end of the
questionnaire (which is optional). We would appreciate it if you spent time to
provide more detailed reflections, social objections, and further suggestions
in the motivation boxes. Your participation plays an important role in
improving the quality of theses. We look forward to receiving your opinions!”
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Questions 9 to 14 were not included in this study and are part of Study 5
(presented in Appendix C).
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Thank you for your cooperation! You are helping to improve SciPro
and thesis supervision!
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Appendix
B:
Open-ended
(questionnaire) regarding the
applications (Paper 4)

online
use of

survey
mobile

Informed consent was obtained at the beginning of the survey questionnaire,
and partially in the email sent to the learners: “The results of this questionnaire
will be used in a research publication and all respondents will be totally
anonymous, even if you include your contact information at the end of the
questionnaire (which is optional). There are only 12 multiple choice
questions, which take a maximum of 10 minutes to answer. However, we
would appreciate it if you spent more time to provide more detailed
reflections, social objections, and further suggestions in the motivation boxes
as they will be valuable complementary data for our study. We look forward
to receiving your opinions and thanks in advance!”

Gender:
Male
Female
How old are you?

1. Do you use any mobile devices (i.e., smartphone, tablet), which support
online applications?
Yes
No
2. Do you use one or more applications regularly on your mobile device?
Yes
No
3. Have you ever used any application for educational purposes?
Yes
No
If so, which application?

4. Do you think mobile applications are useful for supporting learning in
higher education?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know
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No, not at all
Please give reasons for your answer (voluntary)

5. Would an online mobile application for SciPro help you to speed up your
thesis process?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know
No, not at all
Please give reasons for your answer (voluntary)

6. Would an online mobile application motivate you to have more
communication with your supervisor, eg., to get notifications from them when
they post messages on the forum?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know
No, not at all
Please give reasons for your answer (voluntary)

7. Would an online mobile application motivate you to have more peer
communications with your fellows, eg., via forum, chat or email functions?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know
No, not at all
Please give reasons for your answer (voluntary)

Would an online mobile application be useful for you to see ...
8. ... when your supervisor posts a new message or answers your questions in
the forum?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know/ I don’t know
No, not at all
Other:
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9. ... when a new thesis manuscript is uploaded and available for peer review
in SciPro peer portal?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know
No, not at all
10. … when your thesis manuscripts has been selected by another student to
be peer reviewed?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know
No, not at all
11. … when there is a new thesis manuscript uploaded and available for
opposition?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know
No, not at all
12. … when there is an update about SciPro resources or a new functionality
available for SciPro?
Yes, absolutely
Doubtful/ I don’t know
No, not at all
Thank you for your cooperation! You are helping to improve SciPro and thesis
quality in higher education!
If you are willing to participate in an interview regarding SciPro, please leave
your email address or telephone number so that we can contact you
(completely voluntary). Thank you!

Thank you for your cooperation! You are helping to improve SciPro and
thesis supervision!
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Appendix
C:
Open-ended
online
survey
(questionnaire) regarding the usefulness of peer
interaction (Paper 5)
Informed consent was obtained at the beginning of the survey questionnaire,
and partially in the email sent to the learners:
“In the last few years the Department of Computer and System Sciences has
progressively developed processes and resources for students who are writing
their theses. This questionnaire is intended to gather students' experiences and
wishes regarding the thesis writing process in order to continue to develop
and improve theses written in the department. All respondents will be totally
anonymous, even if you include your contact information at the end of the
questionnaire (which is optional). We would appreciate it if you spent time to
provide more detailed reflections, social objections, and further suggestions
in the motivation boxes. Your participation plays an important role in
improving the quality of theses. We look forward to receiving your opinions!”
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Thank you for your cooperation! You are helping to improve SciPro and
thesis supervision!
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Appendix D: Thematic Interview
Informed consent was obtained at the beginning of each interview: “This
interview will be used for a research publication by the interviewer. However,
all the answers will be confidential: your/ your supervisor(s) identities will be
totally confidential. All the answers should be provided honestly as you do not
need to worry about any repercussions regarding remarks on problems,
supervisors, personal issues, or not liking any parts of the system. The
interviews will be recorded and later transcribed, but your personal and
individual information will remain confidential. The audio records and
transcriptions will not be sent to any third party, not even supervisors or other
colleagues. So please feel free to answer the questions and give your
reflections to help improving the thesis process. Negative reflections are as
welcome as positive ones and you are free to criticize the functionality of the
ICTSS and disagree with the usefulness of any specific element. During the
interview, you are free to interrupt and stop taking part at any time.”

(a) Age
(b) Gender
(c) When did you start your thesis (how long up to now)?
1. Process and problems
(a) How do you find the thesis process in general? Hard, easy, OK,
boring, challenging, etc.? Why?
(b) What interaction problems have you encountered during the thesis
(with the thesis process, your supervisor(s), your peers, the available
resources or course content, etc.)?
(c) Which one of these (following) issues were problems in your thesis
process? What other interaction problems do you think exist in
addition to these 5 categories?
Categories of Interaction Problems:
i. Thesis initiation
ii. Supervision
iii. Final seminar
iv. Exemption/exceptional issues
v. Technical issues.
2. Information Resources
(a) What do you think about the possibility of accessing a set of
structured information resources (like thesis info)? Good, too
complicated, useful, or not useful at all? Why?
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(b) How much time did you spend reading, understanding and using the
resources? Did you use them only when you were stuck, or for
learning?
(c) How easy was it to find the specific information that you needed?
3. Peer Communication
(a) What do you think about the peer portal and the idea of peer review
to provide feedback?
(b) How much have you learned from the online peer reviews?
(c) How much time did you spend reading, understanding and
supporting your peers’ manuscripts?
(d) Was the system a good option to be able to read and choose your
peers by yourself rather than automatically being assigned one by
your supervisor?
(e) How do you think we can motivate students to provide useful
feedback for each other? Any criteria?
(f) Would using the star system be a way to produce better quality peer
review?
Doing peer review the author of the manuscript gives a star (rating
0 to 5) 0 means the person has not passed that task and has to do it
again.
Do you think would this help?
(g) How did the peer reviews affect your thesis process?
(h) Do you think you provided useful feedback for your peers or just did
it to finish the obligatory task?
4. Final Seminar
(a) What do you think about the opposition process? Was it useful?
(b) How did you find the opposition process when you were an
opponent? Do you think you provided useful feedback for your peer
based on the grading criteria?
(c) What about the active participation? Was it good to be able to
choose the seminars yourself?
(d) Any comparison between peer communication, opposition, and
active participation?
(e) Would you participate in another person’s presentation, or support a
peer student, if it weren’t an obligatory part of the course?
(f) What was the difference between the peer reviews and the final
opposition report? Why?
5. Mobile Application
(a) How useful do you think a mobile application would be in the thesis
process?
(b) How about if it helps you to get the notification of different
functionalities on SciPro, e.g, peer manuscript uploaded on SciPro,
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your manuscript is picked by someone, your supervisor starts a new
discussion forum, etc.?
6. Self- managed Learning
(a) Do you think an ICTSS like SciPro would facilitate self-managed
learning?
(b) What else would provide more opportunities to facilitate selfmanaged learning in the thesis process?
(c) How useful do you think ThesisInfo was in your thesis process?
(d) Please you highlight the most important (red), rather important
(orange), and not very important items in this figure.

7. Additional Questions
(a) What is your general impression of the use of the ICTSS? What was
good or bad? What was complicated or negative?
(b) Any additional points or comments? How could the system be more
useful for learners?
(c) What are the key issues to be included and what should not be
included?
(d) What communication channels are basic and what more is required?

Thank you for your cooperation and time! You are helping to improve the
thesis courses and their learning outcomes, as well as supporting my studies
and research within this area.
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Appendix E: The Grading Criteria
The grading criteria were developed by the coordinator of theses, Associate
Professor Henrik Hansson, and the thesis examiner, Professor Paul
Johannessson. “Grades for theses are decided in the following way: First, each
criterion in the table below is given a value (possible values for each criterion
are shown in the first column for each thesis type). The final grade is then
calculated based on the rules described after the table. The minimum
requirement for a passing grade is indicated with a bold typeface for each
criterion” (DSV Thesis Handbook).
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